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Jackie Bern'ard .is "Miss MClrshall"
By MARTI HILL
Homecoming Editor
Jackie Bernard is "Miss Marshall" for 1967!
Through mud puddles and drizzles, a record breaking number of
2,148 students cast votes for Miss
Marshall and her attendants, according to Pam Evans, Parkersburg senior and election co-ordinator.
Lynda Clay, Huntington, was
elected j uni o r attendant; Merle
Wiley, Baltimore, Md., was chosen

sophomore attendant, and Alice
Cook, Man, was named freshman
attendant.
Homecoming attendants elected
from the two Marshall branch colleges are Neva May, Williamson
Branch, and Cynthia Noe, Logan
Branch.
(See Attendants Pictures, page 2)

The new "Miss Marshall" is a
member of Sigma Sigma Sigma
social sorority, where she has serv-

ed as Scrapbook Chairman, rush
chairman and now holds the office
of treasurer.
Miss Bernard is a dean's list student and serves as a student assistant. She was selected "Miss Huntington 1967" and was second runner-up in the 1967 Miss West Virginia contest.
A business and biology major,
the Huntington coed is a member
of the b u s i n es s and education
honoraries, has served as a ROTC
sponsor and is a past "Miss Pike's

Peak."
Miss Clay, junior attendant, is
a m em be r of. Alpha Xi Delta

social sorority, and holds the offices
of Panhellen.ic vice president and
Association for Childhood Education secretary-treasurer.
She is a member of the Student
Conduct and Welfare Board and
served as vice president of he.r
freshmen and sop'homore classes.
Sophomore attendant, M er 1 e
(Continued on Page 2)
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CYNTHIA NOE

WiUiamson attendant

. . Logan attendant

Election officials call turnou,f "pleasing"
I

social sorority. She is sponsor of
the Drum and Bugle Col'ps and a
member of Wendy Ward Pacesetter
Board.
She was chosen "Miss Magnolia
Fair 1967" and was active in many
organizations at Man High School.
Miss May, Williamson B ran c 'h
attendant is a Williamson sophomore, majoring in social studies.
Miss Noe, a Logan freshman and

(Continued from Page 1)
Wiley, was pledge class president
of Sigma Sigma Sigma sorori,t y, of
which she now serves as publicity
chairman.
She is a member of Little Sisters
of Minerva, is a dean's list student
and was a member of the ftresh'
men cheerleading squad.
Alice Cook, freshman attendant,
is a pledge of Alpha Chi Omega

1

Logan Branch attendant is a member of the newspaper staff and
student government.
Homecoming elections were held
from 8 a.m. to 5 p.m. Wednesday
in the basement of the Student
Union. Miss Evans commented that
she was very pleased with the
turnout and said special thanks
should be given to Keith L. Arthur,
county clerk, for the donation of

Campus TV in late 1969;
buil~ing permit received
By TIM KELLY
Staff Reporter
Marshall's in-the-works non-commercial tele.vision stati!;m may be more than two years -away
fromberng operational, according to . Richard Settle, general manager of the station, WMUL-TV.
"Tentative estimates,"
Settle said, "are that
the station may go on the air by the end of 1969.
,,.T hat's with the building completed, the equipment
purchased and everyt-hing in place."

Mr.

Engineer Retained
Finances, construction permits and call letters
have been received. A consul.ting engineer and
consulting attorney, both from Washington, D. C.,
have been retained.
WMUL-TV, a standard non-com'.mercial broadcast station on UHF channel 67, is meant to cover
roughly an 11-county area, Mr. Settle said. ''The
purpose of the open circuit," he continued, "is to
first produce televised instructional resource material to educational institutions and, secondly,
I

provide a broad pattern of cultural programming
for the people in the coverage area."
In addition to WMUL-TV, Marshall will have
closed circuit television, to be housed and operated
in the same building, under the direction of Dr.
Stephen A. Buell. Transmitted by cable, the closed
circuit television will be used basically in instruction.
Campus Studios
The main broadcast and production area for the
station will be on campus, with production studios
in Charleston. Marshall, Cabell, Kanawha and
Wayne Counties participating in ·the funding of the
station.
\
Finances for equipment were secured through
MU and Cabell, Kanawha and Wayne Counties,
the Department of Health, Education and Welfare,
and the Appalachian Regional Commission.
The original matching funds from the Department of Health, Education and Welfare, and the
Appalachian Regional C o m m is s i o n totalled
$1,028,000.

I

Grad center discussion planned
President Stewart H. Sm it h
said Wednesday there will be a
meeting in Charleston next Friday to discuss the Kanawha Valley Graduate Center (KVGC)
and its operation.
West Virginia University last
Tuesday asked the State Board
of Public Works for $2,282,700
for operahon of the KVGC.
WVU President James G. Harlow said the center now occupies

quarters at West Virginia State
College, but that plans call for
the center. eventually to have a
site and building of its own.
As yet, WVU has complete
administrative control of the center and has made no indication
that it will change in the future.
Dr. Smith said the Fr i d a y
meeting will include the presidents of WVU, Marshall, West
Virginia St ate, West Virginia

Tech and Morris Harvey.
Dr. Smith was in Charleston
this week with five other .college and university presidents to
present to the Board of Public
Works a complete outline of the
higher education budget requests
for the coming year.
West Virginia' Board of Educa. tion President Lacy I. Rice made
the presentation to the Board of
F'ubLic Works.

Alienation .terlTled world problem
A Marshall University profes' sor has started his own series of
forums to face young people
with problems in today's society.
Percy Shastri of Hyderabad,
India, spoke Tuesday on the College Life forum organized by
Mel Miller, assistant professor of
political science.
''The main problem facing the
world today can be ·summed up
in one word-alienation. There
is total -alienation from man to
man. What we need is to learn
the secret of li¥ing together,"
Shastri said.

His talk followed the presentation of a movie, "In Our Generation," which explained the
work of the Campus Crusade for
Christ.
. This organization is present in
36 countries including the United
States. Shastri, who is its director in India, said it is an international movement designed to
give collegians -t he message of
the claims of Jesus Christ by men
and women who have been trained to use special methods and
material for this purpose.

The Campus Crusade for Christ
is a voluntary movement, which
began at the University of California at Los Angeles in 1951
anl;l has spread to five continents. Each country has its own
native director.
Shastri. said this is the most
w o r 1 d disturbing movement at
the present time and is outstripping communism. Communism
creates a breed of men who just
have an idea, he said, while thd.s
crusade is centered aorund a person-Jesus.

the voting machines.
Carol4'ie Massey, Huntington
senior and Chief Justice said "This
year's elections were the smooth' est I have ever seen at Marshall."
Miss Marshall and her attendants
will be crowned tonight at the
concert in the Keith Albee Theatre.
They will also be honored at to•morrow's Homecoming game
against Bowling Green.

Poll.fa·vors .Nixon
Richard Nixon was the slight
favorite of Marshall students in
a Republican presidential preference poll conducted Wednesday in connection with the
Homecoming queen election.
Of 950 votes cast, Mr. Nixon
received 213 v o t e s compared

wei-0 188 for Nelson Rockefeller,
186 for Ronald Reagan, 150 for
George Ro m n e y and 122 for
Charles ·P ercy. These names were
on the ballot.
There were 82 write-in votes,
including 19 for Robert Wilkins,
Grand Forks, N. D., senior. ·

..

Homecoming
.
act1v1t1es
'

TODAY
Window Decorating

Downtown
contest winners
announced.
House decorations in operation.
2-4 p.m.
7:30-11 p.m. Free alumni reception and social hour - Hotel
Frederick.
Concert at Keith-Albee Theatre featuring the Drift8 p.m.
ers, the ., Crystals and Major Lance.
Homecoming queen crowned and hoµse decoration
tion winners announced at intermlsslon.

10 a.m.

TOMORROW ·
Continental breakfast sponsored by Alumni As9-11 a.lb.
sociation - student lounge in Academic Center.
House decoration · in operation.
10-11 a.m.
Campus tours beginning at Academic Center.
10-12 noon
Thundering
Herd vs. Bowling Green University
2 p.m..
Fairfield Stadium.
Alumni ~iation-6J)Onsored buffet supper-South
5-7 p.m..
Hall dining room-$i50 at door.
9 p.m.-1 a.m. Alumni dance, featuring Brownie Benson and his
1
Orchestra, Hot~I Prichard, $6 per couple.
Student Dance, featuring the Dynamiks and the
Mustangs, Memorial Field House, $3 per couple.
\
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Alumni are welcomed

by Marshall president

To our alumni:
It is always a pleasant task for me to welcome our alumni to
our campus especially at Homecoming. While here, I hope you will
find time to visit the new Academic Center and Music Hall as well
as dtiher construction in progress on ,t he campus. While the number
and size of buildings do not measure the true worth of a University,
they do make it possible to carry on our educational mission more
effectively.
I am deeply appreciative of the interest and support of our
alumni and am very proud of the fine contributions you are making in your work and civic lives.
STEWART B. SMITH,
President

Alumni affairs director greets
returning grads, notes events

To The- Alumni:
Wherever you have been this
year, I'm quite sure you've heard
about Marshall's so-called "poor
school spirit." The Parthenon has
carried numerous articles on the
subject. Articles that have shouted for optimistic student participation on and off-campus, arti~
cles that have insinuated a "woebe-tide" outcome for students
tihat didn't attend football games,
and even articles pleading for
the freshmen to q u e n c h the
apathy that apparently has Marshall fenced-out from any probable success.
But there exists at Marshall a
school spirit that no one has yet
taken time to recognize.
It sits right in front of everyone, but no one has been able to
see the forest for the trees.
Marshall's bu b b 1 i n g school
spirit is the team itself. An ambitious, hard-hitting, group of
guys that has been playing their
hearts out all year. How am ·I an
authori-ty on the subject? I know.
I've been there. Right there on
the sidelines amidst the coaches,
the p 1 B y er s, ,t he trainers, the
waterboys. I've watched these

Forum hosts
Henri Spaak
Paul-Henri Spaak, famed
European political leader, will
speak before Community Forum,
8 p.m. tonight in Old Main Auditorium.
Curtis Baxter, professor of
English and director of the Forum, said that Mr. Spaak is one of
the most famous personalities
ever to appear here.
Born near Brussels in 1899, Mr.
Spaak did not turn ,t o politics
until 1938, at which time he became the youngest premier in
Bel~ history. However, when
Belgium was invaded _by Nazi
armies, Mr. Spaak fled with his
government into exile to London.
After World War 11, Mr. Spaak
emerged as a world figure. In
1945 he helped write the United
Nations Charter and was the
first president of the U.N. General Assembly. He presided over
the Council of Europe, headed
the final negotiations that led to
the European Common Market,
and was secretary-general of
NATO from 1957~1961.

fellows, close-up, when drives
!have been stopped by fumbles,
intercepted passes, or just plain
bad luck. I've seen clinched fists,
tightened lips, and stares of fire
. . . . ,but I've never once seen a
bowed head, a turned back or
the look of a quitter.
The only individuals who
haven't made an excuse for this
team is the team itself. Some
people call it humility, some call
it mortification, I cal,l it team
effort.
I've seen good plays bring the
whole team off the bench with
optimistic exhuberance, but I've
also seen poor plays bring all
those p a d d e d shoulders closer
togetiher.
And so, dear alumni, take heed
. , . Marshall school spirit isn't
dead . . . it's just in the minority.
J. PRESTON SMITH,
Huntington Junior

To Our Alumni:
The Marshall University· Alumni Association is happy to have
you back home. We will be serving as your weekend hosts along with
the University and the student organizations. We are happy that you
are taking the time to be with us during this Homecoming weekend.
The Homecoming Comm1ttee ·has planned several activities for your
enjoyment on the campus and in town.
We hope that you will take the campus tour which is scheduled
for tomorrow at 10 a.m. The tour will give you a first hand explanation of some new facilities that are now in use.
The Alumni Office will be open all day tomorrow. Please come
in, say hello and let us know what you have been doing for the past
few years. ·
HARRY M. SANDS,
Director of Development and
Alumni Affairs

PRESIDENT SMITH

BARRY SANDS

Alumni welcomed by students
Dear Alumni:
Welcome back to Marshall University from the entire present
student body.
We hope that you will feel as if you have come home. For four
years this was your home, and we want you to still consider Marshall an important part· of your life.
The present student body wants to thank you for your contributions to the University, the benefits of which it is now our
good fortune to enjoy.
We want you to see and inspect the visible marks of Marshall
University progress cdvering the campus: the Academic Center and
· spacious Music Department on Third Avenue, replacing the wellremembered Main Annex, the continuing expansion of the library,
the additional space soon to be completed in South Hall, and the
Again, thank you all, and on behalf o~ the entire student body
I want to wish you a wonderful weekend home.
MIKE FARRELL,
Student Body president

MICHAEL FARRELL

AMS BARY'S
"321" ,nifrersitu ~qop
Enjoy Homecoming and al'I its Festivities,

and then visit AMSBARY'S for
New Fall Suits, Sportcoats, and Slacks.
Styled for young men - Natural shoulder trim
Clothing and Accessories - it's AMSBARY'S
"321" Shop for university bred clothing !

Welcome
Marshall
Alumni
t,o Homecomi.ng
and to
AMS BARY'S
The finest in Clothing for Gentlemen and their Sons
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She's a special Mom

MARTHA HILL, Chesapeake
sophomore, was editor of this
special Homecoming Edition of
The Parthenon. Miss Bill, a journalism major, supervised the
gathering of special stories for
this largest issue of the year.

Marshall's foreign ~tudents have a "mother" away from home
,,, Mrs. Melvin Loy-whose "fhild:ren" are from Iran, Panama, China
" and other parts of ,t he world.
Mrs. Loy, Wife of the late Melvin Loy, former chaii:.man of ,t he
Biology Department, has spent .thi'! last six years working with the
foreign students. They feel free to visit her home in the Emmons
Apar.t ments.
Mrs: Loy, who calls herself an "international mother," helps
· plan various programs for the students each year. A tour of the
Huntington Galleries is an annual event. The students are plani1 .rung ,t his year to visit Blenko Glass Co.
,'!
•
The students will meet in Mrs. Loy's hom·e in November to
1
record letters to send to .their parents at ' Christmas.
The International Club, whose purpose is cultural exchange,
~ was initiated by Mrs. Loy, an honorary member who works
closely with the group. Both American and foreign students may
join.

MRS. LOY WITH FOREIGN STUDENTS

'Open' clinic
aids students
''.Ten per cent of all students
seek aid from the psychology
counseling clinic sometime during their 4 years here," said Dr.
Elizabeth Wolf, professor of psychology.
"They usually seek aid concerning normal development relationships with the oppos1te
sex, relationships with parents,
or the _evaluation of what vocation or major· area is most appropriate," said Dr. Wolf.
Dr. Wolf gives. the students individual counseling. "If the prob. lem is really serious and will _require long term treatment, then
the student is referred to an appropriate .person elsewhere," Dr.
,Wolg stated.
Dr. Wolf emphasized that the
clinic practices the "open door"
policy, and that students are urged to · use the clinic facilities
whenever they need it.
She said that the Office of
Student Affairs, the counseling
lab, the counselors at the Campus Christian Center, the dormitory counselors and ,t he Student
Health Center personnel all practice the &ame "open door" policy
and are willing to help students
with any problems.
"We are all working together
in providing an environment
where studen·ts can develop and
mature and learn to handle problems more· effectively," she said.

• TRACK DOWN
HIGHEST QUALITY
GOODS

WORTH STALKING
Single, double and triple - stripes,

For the fall sport en1husiest there

Js a varied selection of bold plaids,
whipcords- and window-pane sport
coats.

tatter-sail,

and solid shirts

by

Wreµ and Aetna come in various
weaves and pastel colors.

Matching slacks come in

charcoal, rust, gold and blue.

Ties from Resilio come in Regimental Reps, Clubs, solids and rep-

Students invited
to housing meets

clubs of different colors.

A large selection of wool, alpaca,

• AIM ro BUY MORE
AND SPEND LESS

· Marshall students are invited
to a t t e' n d the organizational
meetings of the Huntington Fair
Housing Program .to be held biweekly at the Unitarian Fellowship Hall at 1638 Charleston Ave.
Those !interested should contact Mrs. Emily Goodson, · 5237672, for dates and times of meeting£".

A great selection of herring-bone,

POETRY CONCLAVE HERE
The sixth annual West Virginia Poetry Conclave will be
held here next spring, according
to Norman Curry, instructor of
English. Students from · Wes-t
Virginia colleges will meet and
discuss poetry on a strictly noncompetative basis in the con-

clave.
BLOOD DRIVE SET
The campus Red Cross blood
drive will be Nov. 8 in front of
the Shawkey Stud~nt Union from
_8 a.m. to ·3 p.m. Bob G;:egg,
Huntington j u n i o r is Student
Government coordinator of the
drive.

• ALL APPAREL

()

and cashmere sweaters come in

different bright colors as k.elly-

green, . navy-blue, red,

and rust.

glanplaid, and window-pane vest-

Other accessories include, belts,

ed suits will appeal to the grad

hats, scarfs,· outer-wear for rain '

and undergrad.

and cold, and colognes and lotion.
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By CLAUDE DOAK
Feature Writer
The history of Marshall University can be traced back for
130 years. It was then, in 1837,
that the people of Guyandotte
began plans to convert the log
school •t hat had been Mount Hebron Baptist Church to a larger
school to be c a 11 e d Marshall
Academy.
In March, 1838, the Virginia
General Assembly officially incorpora-t ed the Marshall Academy
in Cabell County. By February,
1839, the first brick building was
completed-it was two stories
high, 22 feet wide and 50 feet
long. The campus had also been
enlarged, and by this time consisted of · one and one-fourth
acres.
Between -tihe y e a rs 1840-43,
there were two school sessions,
a six month winter term and a
four month summer term. The
academy consisted of 2 departments; a primary school, and a
classics department.
Marshall Academy was also
having trouble securing operating funds from the state, and in
the 1839-40 term, school trustees
were forced to make up the financial deficit by getting private
funds. Tuition and boarding fees
were low at this time, to encourage more students to seek an
education. State appropriations,
however, continued to drop, and
in 1843, the Academy received
only $28.95.
Control of the academy was
passed to the Western Virginia
Conference of the Virginia Methodist Episcopal Church in 1850.
By 1856 a new building had been
completed. The first floor served
as a chapel, and the second was
used for classrooms.
The academy was still in financial trouble, and· to help relieve some of the debts, the
Marshall Academy Joint Stock
Company was f o r m e d. There
were 30 members, and the total
subscription was $1,500. Ministers in the con!erenc~ also took
up a collection for the school.
In 1857, the principal of the
academy petitioned the Virginia
legislature to grant college status
to •t he sC'hool.
During the first year of the
Civil War, the college served as
a Union hospital. Much excitment was aroused when several
nurses were arrested for smuggling supplies to the South.
The following year, Marshall
College was sold at a public auction for payment of debts. When
,t he war ended, the new state of
West Virginia purchased ,t he
school, and renamed Marshall the
"West Virginia State Norm al
, School".
Admission to the school was
quite different in the late 1800's.
Each county in the state was enBREAKS RECORD
In 1941, Jackie Hunt broke a
20-year world scoring record in
,t he Thanksgiving Day ·g ame
against West Virginia Wesleyan
and was named to the All-American team, according to the 1941
Chief Justice.
MURALS PAINTED
Murals in the reading room of
the James E. Morrow Liprary
were painted by Mrs. Marion
Vest Fors, former art professor
at Marshall College according to
"One Hundred Years of Marshall
College.''

FRIDAY,

titled to a certain number of students; •t he number determined by
population.
The number of students per
county varied from one to eleven.
There was a total enrollment of
195. Applications for admission
were made at the office of the
county superintendent of schools.
Rules of selection were: As far
as possible, male and female students should be selected in equal
numbers; the minimum age for
boys was fifteen and for girls
thirteen; each applicant selected
was required to become a teacher in the state for at least two
years. The first normal school
c I ass graduated in 1870--there
were four graduating students.
The library, where President
Smith's of.iice is now located,
contained about 1200 books. The
school catalogue of 1875-76 announced that a gymnasium had
been c o n s t r u c t e d to provide
" . . . healthful daily exercise,
and recreation for all male students . . . ample Croquet grounds
and daily walks under the supervision of lady teachers, furnish
opportunities for the exercise and
recreation of female pupils.
Rules governing the conduct of
.students ordered that they should
attend the daily sessions of the
school, which were not to be less
than six hours long.
In 1894 a rudimentary, volunteer R.O.T.C. program was established for any male student
who would provide himself with
a uniform and agree to drill regularly outside school hours.
A year later a separate college
was formed called •the Marshall
Business College, that had its
own principal and faculty.
In 1896 a monthly news sheet
appeared called ''The Critic" published by the Erosophian and Hyperion Literary Societies. Greek
was the leading subject for all
colleges and universities then,
and it profoundly influenced all
aspects of college life as witness-

ed in 1898 when the literary
society renamed the paper "The
Parthenon", after the greek tern- ,
pie in Athens.
In 1876, the following description of the campus appeared in
rtlhe college ca talogw.e:
"The school buildings are situated about one mile from the
business p o r ti o n of the young
city of Huntington, in the center of a beautifully elevated plot
containing about 15 acres, almost
surrounded . by primitive forest
trees . . . . "
Students traveled to school by
train and steamboat. A landing
was located near the college, on
what is now the Weiler Steel
Company's land.
During this time, the college
was busy increasing its facilities.
By 1905 the main building con-:sisted of a seriei of four adjoining sections with a continuous
hallway. The building was used
for classrooms, and housing for
women.
In 1907, the last addition to Old
Main was completed, It is now
the f r o n t entrance. Dedication
was Jan. 8, 1907, and many well
known p i a n is ts and violinists
were featured in d€dication program.
The last 60 years have brought
many changes to the Marshall
campus. The campus itself now
extends to University Heights;
Northcott Hall, the Science Hall,
the Morrow library, and Academic Center have increased the
physical appearance of the University. Probably the most important development in Marshall's history was its change
from Marshall College to Marshall University, on March 3,
1961.
Marshall's 130-year history is
a story of dedicated people, who,
with the sole idea of improving
the educational facilities of their
state, have planned and built an
institution that will grow as its
. usefulness to the people grows.

NOVEMBER
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OLD ACADEMY DEED

Old deed given MU
An authentic copy of the original deed to Marshall Academy
was p res e n t e d last week to
President Stewart H. Smith by
Clarence G. Adkins, Huntington
freshman, according to James A.
Martin, diTector of information
and publications.
Mr. Martin said that as far as
he knew the copy was authentic.
The original deed is on file at
-the Courthouse and the one

presented President Smith is a
handwritten copy made at the
time for the property holder.
Adkins, a sociology m a j o r,
showed the copy to Dr. 0. Norman Simpkins, sociology professor, about three weeks ago.
The copy of the deed transferring the property to Marshall
Academy from James Holderby
was given Adkins several years
ago by a Huntington attorney.

HESSON'S. PHARMACY
1524 Sixth Avenue
(Next to Rowley Hall)

* * * *

+
San1tone

Prescription for Marshall:
VICTORYII

Cfft!/itdMasltrDt:yckontr

With a weekend of FUN and MEMORl·ES
for· Alumni
TWO CAMPUS STORES TO SERVE YOU

* * * *
VISIT HESSON'S
Open Sundays from 1-7 p.m.

Checks cashed with ID Card

N~ charge

1967

Fifth Avenue at Twentieth Street
1452 Fourth Avenue
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'Roaring Twenties' homecoming viewed
By T. M. MURDOCK
Sports Co-Editor

The first .homecoming football
game at Fairfield Stadium was
p 1 a y e d on Thanksgiving Day
1928.
The stadium, which has a seating capacity of 12,000, had, according to the Oct. 29, 1928 issue of the Parthenon, over 10,000 spectators on hand to see
the Thundering Herd take on the
Bobcats of West Virginia Wesleyan.
As one reporter for the Parthenon wrote: "Long before the
kick-off hour a queue of custo- .
mers reached well into Fourteenth street from the stadium
box office. Hundreds of- fansthe kind who would go to Gab-

riel's -trumpet tooting without a
reserved seat-damored at ,t he
gate for ducats, while other
hundreds-those of forethought,
who always carry a bucket to be
ready for a soup shower-flowed
through the turnstiles on pasteboards obtained days ago in preparation for t o d a y ' s gridiron
classic."
Wesleyan, which was favored
to ruin the first Fairfield Homecoming, was considered a major
football power. The Parthenon
pre-game issue in 1928 summed
up the undaunted spirit of Marshall.
"In order to triumph," it said,
".the Herd must extend itself to
the utmost, showing the same old
Marshall fight that has carried

them victorious through o the r
tough battles."
Herd Coach Charles "Trusty"
Tallman and his squad of 22
gridiron warriors had been the
underdogs in almost every game
played. Although, sport writers
of the time favored the Bobcats,
the Herd's 6-1-1 record spoke for
itself.
In the first quarter, Wesleyan
showed the m us c 1 e that had
brought it the title of an "offensive power." The Bobcats, after
punting on their first series of
downs, scored the next time they
received the ball. At the end of
the first quarter Wesleyan led
7-0.
The Herd's Tallmanites, so
, named for Coach Tallman, did

not move the football until midway through the second quarter.
Tommy Stark, Herd fullback,
who had played with three broken ribs against Wesleyan the
previous year, broke over left
tackle for an 18 yard touchdown
run.
On the extra point try, Herd
kicking specialist Willie Green's
kick hit the goal post and bounced off. Thus, the green and white
trailed at half-time 7-6.
When the second half began,
C o a ch Tallman's Tallmanites
played the Methodists to a scoreless -third q u a rte r. However,
when the fourth quarter began,
Stark, a former Huntington High
School star, plowed through the
Wesleyan line for his second
touchdown.

C.

J.

This time, Green's kick clear~
ed the goal post and the Herd
took the lead 13-7. From ,this
point on, the Herd controlled the
game, as they held the Methodists scoreless.
With ihe crowd going wild,
the Thundering Herd had successfully dedicated Fairfield Stadium with its first homecoming.
The Parthenon, within minutes
after the finish of the game, came
out with an extra addition announcing the vi c _t or y. It said:
"With ithe Marshall-Wesleyan
football game now in history, the
American Business Club Victory
Ball at the Vanity Fair ballroom
tonight looms as the final crowning event of the day."

workers cited

Much attention has been focused on the Chief Justice, but
the staff and workers ihave not
been mentio1red, said Albert
Butto, Weirton jun-ior.
Staff and workers include:
Bob Rogers, St. Albans former
student, extensive color section;
Ron Fowler, cover artwork and
all division pages; Charles Kincaid, Huntington senior, collected and compiled information and
layout material; Georgann Hartman, Barboursville junior, organization layout.
Cheryl Allen, Minden senior,
managing editor; the late Gregg
Sayre, Parkersburg sophomore,
administration editor; Pat Bren-

nan, Point Pleasant junior, dormitory editor; Suzie Jones Nestor, Rupert senior, greek editor.
Vicki Allen, Minden sophomore, advertising editor; Fred
Haeberle and Roger Ormsby,
photography and Linda Ann
Smith, Chesapeake junior, index
editor.
"The staff is well pleased with
the Chief Justice but we never
expected the publicity from the
Miss Chief Justice picture," Butto said.
The staff or an editor has not
been chosen for next yea-r , but
photography work has begun
for next years edition.

ACTION Fit()M the 1928 season is shown above as the 'thundering
Herd compiled an 8-1-1 record under Coach Charles Tallman. It was
the year that the Herd tied William and Mary 0-0 in the opening
game and the lone los.s of the season was to Centre 20-6.

farlr Herd
FOURffl ESTATE ORGANIZED

STADIUM DEDICATION

HOUSING SHORTAGE

Fourth Estate, Women's journalism honorary, was organized
in 1930 under the guidance of
Miss Virginia Lee. After 37 continuous years, this organization
has voted to join the national
student and professional hono•r ary, Theta Sigma Phi.

Fairfield Stadium was dedicated during the first game of tlle
1928 Marshal football season
when Marshall played Fai.Tmont
State College, according to Mirabilia, Oct. 7, 1928.

One of Marshall's first housing problems on record was i-n
1906 when 50 girls w~re denied
admission to the dormitory because of the lack of housing
space, a c c o rd i n g -to the 1908
Mirabilia.

1

1

j!

[

l

NO 'BUGGY' TOGETHERNESS
FREE TUITION

In 1901 no tuition was charged
to West Virginia ,r esidents entering Marshall-only an "incidental fee" of $1.5!). Out of state students were ~uired to pay an
additional $2.00 a month.

"Ladies and gentlemen are not
to walk together or buggy-ride
together without special permission," according to rule 15, governing student conduct, Marshall
College catalog, 1876.

Betty Frame Morris, 1957-58
Homecoming Queen and journalism major, now has a position
with Fairchild Publications and
· covers many Washington, D. C.
social events and fashion shows.
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Dacron iand cotton perman~ press~
'
9.00.

Beat
Bowling Green

I l«")Ur l~I I. S
•

I

Color-Framed Stripes Spread
Wider Apart
Glen Striped Oxford: Gant spreads stripes
wider apart and frames them with a second
color. Effect: a subtle expression in striped
button-downs. In gold stripes with blue
framing; green or blue stripes with pump•
kin framing; all on wheat ground. Tapered
Hugger body. Superior cotton oxford. $8.00.

GOOD LUCK
MARSHALL!

.....
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FORMER QUEEN
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Alma Mater 40_
7years old;
_originally titled 'To Louise'
By FRAN'CES CHIRICO
first time at the Marshall-Morris Harvey football
game. That same day, Henry C. Shadwell, HunFeature Writer
,tington High School band director, played the
Our Alma Mater was written by Dr. C. E.
music at the Huntington-Wheeling football game
Haworth, professor of English literature at Mar-at Wheeling.
·s hall College from 1907 until 1929.
At Commencement exercises May 31, 1959,
It was written" in the second decade of the
Mr. Haworth was presented a citation by Presicentury, and at first he called it Adagio. Later he
dent Stewart H. Smith for ihaving written the
wrote words for it, dedicating i-t -to his wife,
Alma Mater text.
Louise Haworth, voice teacher at Marshall at the
Recalling the event, Mr. Haworth said, "I am
time. He then titled the song "To Louise."
afraid that my poem has little, if any, of the
In 1935 a new Alma Mater with original music
and text written especially for the college, was . charm and originality of the melody for which it
was written. It is, in fact, ~ string of collegiate
being sought. Dr. Harry E. Mueller, professor of
sliohes such as, 'May the lamp be ever bright,
music, heard "To Louise" and ·t hought it would
guiding us to ,t ruth -a nd light.' I have sometimes
be suitable.
idly thought of trying to do better. On the other
Appropriate words were written for the Alma
hand, it does have something of the old-fashioned
Mater by Dr. Haworth's son, James R. Haworth,
Victorian sentimentality characteristic of those
the first journalism teaoher at Marshall. Dr. Mueltimes.''
ler then arranged the music for the band and
Other songs written about Marshall include
orchestra.
Marshall's Famous Fight Song, music and words
In the fall of 1935, -t he words and music were
written by Jim Burnette; Sons of Marshall, a
formally adopted as the official Alma Mater of the
march song written by R S. Williams, and March
college. It was first sung at a student asembly late
on Marshall by Fred Waring and Pat Ballard in
in , September.
1942.
On Oct. 4, 1935, it was played outdoors for the
1

ALTHOUGH IT BAS undergone
many phases of remodeling, the
Old Main of 1915 and the Old
Main of 1967 are still much the
same. The building holds much
nostalgia for Marshall alumns.

Old Main .•.

T~H.E. Group assures
Homecoming surprise
f AMEL~ BRICK
Feature Writer
Those persons attending tomorrow's football game will find
T.H.E. Group in action.
- "We'll give the biggest, longest, and loudest cheering ever
heard," said Jack Kessick, Huntington senio'r and president of T.H.E.
Group.
AJthough Kessick did not want to comment on specific plans for
the game, he did say, "We will definitely do something original."
T.H.E. Group, a pep organization formed to "re-ignite it.he flame
of life in .Marshall spirit," made its first appearance at last year's
game with Western Michigan.
Minutes before the opening kick-off 54 mourners entered Fairfield Stadium following a hearse and dressed in dark suits, stovepipe hats, and carrying umbrellas.
After circling the track, the funeral cortege stopped in front of
•t he student cheering section. As the coffin was removed from the
hearse and placed gently on the ground, the somber group tipped
their hats.
A brief speech was made concerning the dead 'spirit" and then
Marco jumped out of the coffin_ The mock funeral procession
then erupted into a spirited group whose main purpose was to revive school spirit.
At the first game of the season, T.H.E. Group appeared on the
. field cheering and helping the cheerleaders. However, a Mid-American Conference rule · forbids any extra personnel on •t he field, and
T.H.E. Group_was asked to go into -t he stands after the game started.
"Consequently, with ,t he h~lp of Athletic Director Eddie Barrett, we now have reserved seats in the stands," said Kessick.
T.H.E. Group was formed last year by Tom Baker, Huntington
unclassified student, as a temporary organization. It was decided
however to extend the activities for another year.
The appearance of T.H.E. Group · at the final two home games
last season proved that school spirit was not dead-"only dormant,"
said Kessick.
Six men from each fraternity make up T.H.E. Group. Its major
goal is to boost attendance at home games and to promote general
support for the ,team, Kessick explained.
By

Christian relig-ion is major subject
Clfristiani-ty is the major subject area . in the Bible and Religion Department because instructors are not available to
teach other world religions, according to Dr. Louis B. Jennings,
professor of Bible and Religion
and department chairman.
Dr. Jennings, the department's
only instructO"r, said other religions and religious cults are
discussed briefly.
Students interested in other re-!igious areas are urged to do ind,vidual researoh, he said.
The department's now-limited
curriculum could be expanded
with additional instructors, Dr.
Jennings reported. Three more
would be desirable but · one

would do for now, he added.
The professor said he had requested another instructor this
term but none
appointed.
Dr. A. Mervin Tyson, dean of
the College of Arts and Sciences,
said he had not discussed -the
Bible and Religion curriculum
with Dr. Jennings.
The textbook used by Dr.

was

Jennings in most of his classes is
the modified account of "Today's
English Version" of the Bible. Lt
analyzes each section of the
Bible.
Dr. Jennings has taught at
Marshall since 1948. He left for
a year to conduct a research
project on a pending book about
religion.

!tni\ler~itp· J!,igblan be r
LAUNDRY AND DRY CLEANING

Eight Lbs. Dry Cleaning $3.00
Pressed Free
t,
820 20th Street

/

WelcOme's You
to Homecoming '67
The DOWNTOWN IMPROVEMENT GROUP wishes -you a satisfying and memorable Homecoming '67!
All returning alumni will be happy and justly proud of the continuing progress of their University under the capable and dedicated leadership of President Smith and his skilled professional faculty. Because of
this great progress we are ~ure you will carry the "Marshall Message" back
to your important sphere of influence with more: vigor than ever.

It is our pleasure to especially welcome parents and friends here
for the activities and invite )"OU to come back as often. as possible.
- To .!ill under-graduates we offer our sincere congratulations for your
unselfish efforts to insure making Homecoming '67 a weekend meaningful
and exciting.
We urge you to schedule shopping time during your stay and cordially invite you DOWNTOWN ... we will be delighted to see and serve
you.

Marshall University Has Earned and Receives
Downtown Huntington's Pledged Support!

Some people have all the fun
LOUI~

FONDUK

6018 Rt. 60 E. -

HONDA

SALES

Barboursville, W. Va.

\

DOWNTOWN
IMPROVEMENT
GROUP, INC.

"Dedicated to the constant improvement and growth of the cultural and
'
business climate of DOWNTOWN HUNTINGTON".
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Tradition established at Laidley Hall
By FRANCES pBJRICO
Feature Writer
At Laidley Hall, residence hall
for women, a tradition has been
established of giving the freshmen and transfer students an
anonymous big sister.
The big sister remains unknown for one week and during
that week she surprises the new
student in any way she wishes.

The purpose of the program is
to make the new students feel at
home and to get to know more
people in the dormitor1.
At the .e nd -of the week of
surprises, a dinner is held in
honor of the new students and
they are told their big sister's
name.
This is the second year that
the program has been helq. at

Laidley. The women plan to continue the program in .the coming years.
The dormitory counsel is in
charge of the project and arrangements.
In regard to the program, Mrs.
Orvia Speicher, resident director, said, "I would like to think
of the program as a traditional,
~nual affair. Laidley Hall is a
small enough group to work that
way."
Susan Berry, Clarksburg freshman, and Ellen Ealy, Moundsville
freshman, said, ''The program
made us feel 'we were a part of
ithe dormitory and the University. It gave us an opportunity
to meet people living around us."

Cabell is tops
in enrollment
Cabell County continues to
lead . Marshall in in-state enrollment with a total of 2,826 students. Full-time students account for 1,951 of ithe total and
there are 875 part-time students.
Last year there were 2,671 Cabell
Countians enrolled here.

Sheds dignity

MU REALLY has ''shed its dignity" if the high-necked, floorlength "shroud" is a representation of the type of dress women
wore during its publication. The
Mirabilia . was changed to The
Chief Justice in 1940 . after approximately 32 years of publication.

Kanawha County holds the
second position with an erollment figure of 1,008. This is a
decrease of 54 students from last
year's total.
Logan County has the largest
number o( students attending
the branch colleges with 292,
and ,h as 330 students on the main
campus.

GINO'S
Pizza, Parlor
and
Public Pub
-----

·- -- ~

OPEN
FROM

GREAT
FUN
AT
GINO'S

11 A.M.

TILL
1 P.M.

Re-live the Gay Nineties!

· 2501

5th Avenue

COLD DRAFT BEER
LIIHT 01 OLD FASHIONED DAIIC

THE

CONNECTICUT
MUTUAL
LIFE
"THE BLUE CHIP CO. n ,

WELCOMES
ALUMNI!
KEN GAINER '67
CHARLIE YONKER '67

JIM ST. CLAIR '64
PAUL WETHERALL '64
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O,:igin ' of MU mascot
clouded with questions ·
By VICKI PHILLIPS
Feature Writer
When the buffalo was driven to near extinction, Marco must
ihave been leading the herd.
Marshall's nebulous buffalo has traveled a trail of obscurity
which hides the answers -to several questions: When was Marco
created? What organization sponsored him? What did the. early
Marco look like?
A May, 1951, Senate resolution proposed that "the buffalo be
accepted as a college mascot" and that the president of the student
body be authorized to create a special student committee to make
all provisions pertaining thereto. "The Senate further recommends
that arrangements be made for a mate and that the first buffalo
be a young one."
Apparently, the buffalo was adopted as the school mascot •the spirit of Marshall College (from which Marco later got his name).
A buffalo was given to the College by C. C. Porter, according to
the Student Senate records, on March 4, 1954. The animal was· ,returned, however, because of lack of proper facilities for keeping it.

MARCO
. . '67 style

Critic forerunner
of The Parthenon
The Parthenon was introduced
in the fall of 1898 to succeed the
Marshall Critic as campus newspaper. The principal of Marshall
College, Lawrence Corbly, was
associate editor and G. ~- Proffit, business co 11 e g e president
which- existed at that time, was
managing editor.
In 1901, Principal Corbly was
promoted to editor, even though
most of the editing and managing .was done by students on the
staff.
The Parthenon appeared monthly and suhscription rates were
set at 50 cents a ye~r.
SUBSCRIPTION RATE
In 1930, Marshall College students paid 75 cents each semester
!_or a subscription to the Parthenon.

Mrs. John Weiler, v~ity
cheerleader from 1951 to 1955,
recalls that Marco was not very
important during her college
years. To her knowledge, an animated Marco was never used at
the games. The buffalo became
the mascot only after frequent
use on campus and, even then,
did not go by the name of
Marco.
''Marco originated t ih r o u g ih
Homecoming floats and"fraternity
use, as I remember," she said.
Marco first appeared in the
Chief Justice in 1954, when he
was featured ,t hroughout the annual. He was depicted by a
sketch of a buffalo, rather than
as an animated character like
today's Marco.
Mrs. Harry M. Sands in the
. Alumni Affairs Office, believes
that Marco first appeared in.
1955 · or 1956, either during football or basketball season. 'l1he
male cheerleaders wore white
pants and green sweaters and a
paper maohe mask or ihead of a
buffalo .
Dr. Frederick A. Fitch, professor of physical education, believes that the name "Marco"
appeared first, and that it was
not until a few years ago that
a campus organization bought a
costume for the bull.
Marco seems to have ''come
out of thin air," .sai'd Don Morris, manager of the Stupent
Union. He recalls reading about
Marco in the Parthenon, but
does not il'emember an official
election- to select the mascot's
name.
"When Marshall became a university in 1961, it seems that
Marco was no longer a satisfactory name. Consequently, Marco
was not heard of for . several
years. About two or ,t hree yea~
. ago, a campus election was held
to determine the team name and
the school mascot. As a result,
Marco became th e mascot for
the Thundering Herd," said Fred
Tallman, Vienna graduate student.

.9 Z5 Third avemu in
Downtown Huntington

\

the 'Escapade' looks
0

FRAN~S
Sandwich Shop
1S21

4th

Submarine

Av • •n u e

Sandwiches

529-7581

f6LB~

SPRITES OF AUTUMN . . . young things so light, J.,iv,ely and tminhibited they're certafn to raise your self-esteem by several degrees.
Mischievous new blenders all with a penchant for landing you in the
most fascinating situations. Plaids and checks. 100% wool; solids 80%
wool-20% nylon. Sizes 5-15. Sweater sizes 34-40.
Left to right . . .

V'd cardigan, 100% Orlon acrylic, 11.00
Back-zip, no waistband pants, 11.00
Color-stroked s1ip-on, 100% Orlon acrylic, 14.00
Plari.d pleater, 17.00
-A-N second floor
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Outstanding .grads stars in ·chosen fields
I

Marshall University, since its
beginning in 1837, has encouraged its students to always do
their best when attempting any
job.
With this thought in mind, ,s tudents have left the school well
prepared to succeed in whatever
phase of work they chose. Graduates who have entered the fields
of education, religion, medicine,
law, government1 science, and the
arts have earned respec~ for both
themselves and their ·university.
To attempt to list every out-

with the Courit of A p p e a 1 s
Branch of the National Labor
Relations Board. Mrs. Hulse will
present the University her confederate history collection, said
to be the most outstanding such
N. M .
collection in America.
A 1927 graduate, Dr. Wallace
A 1935 graduate, Dr. Arthur
Sayre, is chairman of the departVieham, is former medical1 direcment cif p o 1 i t i c a l I science at
tor of the Universiity of Alabama
Columbia University.
Medical School.
Dr. Alf.red D. Callihan, a· 1928
An attorney with the Departgraduate, is .a physicist wi.th the
ment of Justice in Washington,
Oak Ridge National Laboratories
Ephraim Jacobs is a 1938 graduin Oak Ridge, Tenn.
Dr. Conley Dillon,1 professor
ate.
standing a I u m n i in Marshall's
Thomas W. Harvey, deputy
of political science at the Uni130-year history would be an
versity of Maryland and consul- . administra1or of the Economic
impossible task, but a few ol-' t~nt to the governor '1"ough the
Development Administration, is
them are:
·
'
a 1939 Marshall graduate.
West Vir:ginia Liasion Office in
Miss Mary Lois Donaldson, a
Dr. Maxine Mackenzie, who
Washington, is also a 1928 grad1908 graduate, who is a retired \ uate.
graduated in 1940, is a research
missionary and former head of '
chemist in Washing,ton, D. C.
A 1932 graduate, Dr. J. Ned
A 1940 graduate, Alfred R.
Bryan, is director of the North \
EXAMS ARE CRITICI~
Neumann, is dean of the College
Central Association of Colleges
"Examinations are an imposiof Arts and Sciences at the Uniand Secondary Schools 'Project
tion upon any honest student
versity of Houston.
on Guidance and Motivation.
body, an encouragement to. deRadio announcer for the CinDr. Franklin Burdette :is pro,· ceit, and a dread to teacher and
cinnati Reds bS:sebaU team, Gene
fessor of political science and
pupil,'.' accord:in~ to The PartheKelly is a 1941 graduate.
director of the Bureau of Govnon, May 1_899.
ernment Research at the UniJoseph W. Capehart, a 1942
versity
of
Maryland.
graduate,
is now superintendent
BIGGEST VICTORY
of Semet-Solvay, De arbor n;
William C. Estler, director of
The · most ·points a Marshall
Mich.
Stanford Research Inc., is a 1934
football team ever scored in one
graduate.
A 1942 graduate, Charles Hedgame was 101, against Kentucky
rick, is personnel manager of
Rosanna Blake Hulse, also a
Wesleyan, in 1916, according to
Proctor and Gamble Company.
1934 graduate, is an attorney
the athletic
pubUcity
department.
··.··
.:
'
.,...
....
the Deputation Headquarters in
New York.
Dr. Thomas C. Donnelly, of the
class of 1926, president of Highlands University, Las Vegas,

Gay Pauley Sehon, also a 1942
Also a 1951 graduate, Terry
graduate, is womens edit<µ- for
Turner is television editor for
United Press International,
the Chicago Daily News.
R~ll W. ~addox, professor . A 1955 M a rs h a 11 graduate,
of political science at Or ego n
Bruce Thabitt is an attorney in
State University, is a 1946 gradHollywood, Calif.
uate.
Director of the Wesley FounA 1947 g rad u ate, Joe Leon
dation in West Virginia, 0. RichBrowning, is director of research
ard Bowy~rs is a 1957 Marshall
and development at ·the U. S.
grap.uate. '
Naval Propellant Plant.
Hal Greer, a 1960 graduate, is
General Editor of U. S. News
a professional basketball player
and World Report, Marvin Stone,
with the Philadelphia 76'ers.
is a 1947 Ma!"shall graduate.
These former Marshall students
I Soupy Sales, national television
now representing the University.
comic, graduated in 1949 as Milare certairily only a· small numton Supman.
ber of the outstanding · alumni
The Rev. Charles BoV?les of . Marshall alumni are to be found
,the First Baptist Church of 'S an
hl all parts of the country.
Antonio, Tex., received his M.A.
The Parthenon is interested in
degree from Marshall in 1950.
enlarging this list of outstanding
Curtis Mills, who received his
alumni. Anyone having names to
M.A. degree in 1950 also, was at
add are asked to contact the
one time one of the only two
Homecoming Editor.
West · Virginians ·to serve with
the Foreign Service Corps. He is
SCHOOL COLORS
now advisor in foreign affairs
Marshall's school colors, dark
with the Defense Department.
green and white, were adapted
An a d v i s o r on natural rein 1902, according to the Octosources for the U. S. Air Force,
ber, , 1902 Parthenon.
Elwood A. Seaman received bis
M.A. degree in 1950.
34 FACULTY MEMBERS
The total number in the faculClement P. Owens, personnel
ty for the session of 1907-08 was
manager of American Viscose,
34, according to the 1909 MiraMarcus Hook, Pa., is a 1951
bilia yearbook.
graduate.
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Fashions

-~ 'Dyed-to-mat~h

Sweaters ancl
Skirts
Oakton Sport Coats
$

Sears Price

35

OO

Sears has a great way for you to look your best when the Bisons
·I

and the "Birds" battle .. ·. Oakton sports coats. In mutted shades
of grays and browns. In all-wool and wool blends. Many styles
in all sizes.

SWEATERS
SKIRTS

-49~0 698
.,

59!nd 6 98

Sears shows you that we know what's hap•
pening . . . swingy•aingy dyed to match
sweater ijnd skirt coordinates. Sock•it•ta.me
fall colors iri playful plaids and super solids.
Sweaters in sizes 34 to 40. Skirts in sizes •Junior and Junior Petite.
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35-year tradition
traceable to floats
By NANCY SMITHSON
1942 and 1945, but so did homeFeature Writer
coming and the entire football
De.spite efforts of several stuteam. During the war Marshall
dent groups and downtown ordidn't produce a gridiron . crew
ganizations, the ,t raditional homeduring those years.
coming f 1 o a ,t s have failed to
With tlhe return of the soldiers
and football, homecoming floats
materialize this year.
came back bigger and better than
Criticism of the 3~-year-old
tradition at Marshall was heavy
ever. There were 23 of them in
last year when fraternities comthe 1946 homecoming parade.
plained that the expense of buildIn 1949, house decorating coming floats was too much for the
petition was revived and was
organizations .to handle alone.
open to all Greek organizations
They called for help from downand dormitories. T h e s e same
town business groups.
groups also participated in float
A .final effort to salvage the
competition that year. Later the
float tradition came about early
tradition of house decorations for
this year when a committee of
dormitories and sororities and
representatives from · Il'C, Panfloats for fraternities was adopthellenic, Student Government
ed, much to the relief of students
and the Office of Student Affairs
who found it difficult enough to
met w~th James M. Martin, dienter one competition.
rector of information and publiFor the most· part, early floats
cations, and George M. Curry,
were very simil&r to the ones of
promotion director for WSAZ, to
the past few years in size and
discuss float possibilities. Interest
construction. There have ' been
may have been revived, but it
some unique en t r i es. In 1950
was too late for any organizalocal fraternity Alpha Theta Chi
tions to plan floats this year.
thundered down the parade route
Commenting on the posibili-ties
in a donkey-drawn chariot bearof floats for next year, Mr. Maring a theme from a recent motin said, ''They may die a natural
·t ion picture, ''The Boys from
death, if someone doesn't show
Scranton." Kappa Alpha followsome interest."
ed .itl an antique car wiih a sign,
Whatever happens' next year
Gawd O'Mitey Maw, We're KA
is yet to be seen, but for this
Colegits" to celebrate their behomecoming-floats are dead.
coming the first national · fraterThe history _of floats for Marnity on campus.
shall's homecoming games dates
· The 1946 ..yinner, submitt_ed by
as far back as 1929 or 1930, aclocal fraternity Phi Tau Alpha
cording to Dr. Frederick A. Fitch,
with the theme "Come On Zeke,
professor of physical education
We've Got 'em up a Tree," was
and the man in charge of planfollowed by a truck carrying the
ning routes for the homecoming
fraternity's own hillbilly band.
In 1950 the Tau Kappa >'Epsiyarades.
"There have always been floa~
lon winner was "The Big Green
as long as I can remember," he
Mangle Worm," a big gre:en
said, "whether they were just
'worm' carried by all the fraterdecorated cars for b·e auty queens.
nity members.
,
The first such 'floats' were sponr1oat competition was disconsored by the American Business
ti~ued in 1963, but it was replacClub who also sponsored the
ed by an antique car contest for
Victory Queen and ·t he homethe fraternities.
~oming celebration."
This year's· revival of the 1930
Students took over float buildtradition of competition for ihouse
ing sometime between 1930 and
decorations exclusively is not'
1932.
popular with student body officers.
Floats came into their own in
"We want floats ... it's a lot
1932 when , most of the Greek
letter organizations and o the r , of fun to build them, but the
campus groups entered floats for ' fraternities must have financial
competition. That year, the first . support if floats are to be returned to homecoming," said Paul
prize was given to w i n n in g
Matheny, Charleston senior and
floats built by Sigma Sigma Sigstudent body vice president.
ma sorority and Phi Tau Alpha,
Dr. Fitch, commenting on the
a local fraternity.
absence of floats this year, said,
Until this time, the Greek
"I think it's a shame. Floats
organizations an d dormitories
should
be sponsored by downhad sponsored competition for
town business groups. They're
house decorations, only. A f t er
losing a lot of promotion for
they start.eel building floats, the
Huntington
by not having floats
only trophy given was for float
for homecoming."
competition - one category for
But as student body president
men's organizations and one for
Mike .Farrell said, "It all boils
women's.
down to dollars and cents."
Floats failed to appear between
1

last wianer ?

ZETA BETA TAU's winning entry In last years noat competitioD
could have been the last for ' MU. No floats were built this year due
to the lack of sufficient funds and interest.

NO MEN ALLOWED!

In 1950, women's intramural
sports at Marshall were not open
to the student body. Any male
attempting to watch women's
sports was given the "heave-ho."
GERMAN CLUB
"Die Deutsche Gesellschaft" or
The German Club was organized
at MaTShall College October,
1907, acording to the 1909 Mirabilia yearbook.

MEET YOUR FRIENDS FOR GOOD FOOD
AND COLD BEER AT •..

6th ' Ave. & 8th Street
'

PO ,UR IT ON

PEP.SI

McCRORY~-H. L. GREEN.
907 ·3rd Ave.-~ 833 3rd Ave.
/

WELCOME ALUMNI

llep~ i <tr ola of J!>untington
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By ~EN LAING
Feature Writer

John Marshall, who had died
two years before.

Marshall University was begun
130 years ago as 1he church
school for Mount Hebron Bap,t ist Church. That yeaT, 1837, students paid from $.25 to $1.00 for
instruction per month.
On Maroh 30, 1838, the General Assembly of Virginia incorporated Marshall Academy. John
Laidley served as president of
the ·board of trustees, and he
named the school after his old
friend, Supreme Court Justice

In that year, a two story building with four rooms was ·built, a
well was dug, and the property
was enclosed.
By 1lhe 1850's, the average enrollment was 100. There was a
library. In 1856, a three story
brick addition was added to the
original Old Main, and the entire first floor became a chapel. ,
On March 4, 1858, tihe General
Assembly of Virginia established
the academy as Marshall College

-almost 103 years to the exact
date that the school became Marpall University.
At the start of the Civil War,
Old Main served ¥ a Union hospital, but in 1861 it was sold for
debt to the Hite family.
At the close of the war, the
new state of ·west Virginia saw
the need for educational institutions, and bought back the sohool.
In February 1867, the West Virginia State Normal School was
established here.
During the 1880's, a new build•

ing was added, and in 1895 the
College of Business - completely
independent of -the College itself-was formed.
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em wings were used for ,classrooms.

In 1896, the college newspaper,
The Parthenon, was begun. The
graduating class of 1896 was the
first to have caps and gowns.

In 1907, the final addition to
Old Main-the front entrancewas finished. Alo, the standing
of the college was raised, and
Marshall College became a degree-conferring institution.

During ,t he 1890's, a baseball
field was added, and tennis
grounds made. Several sections
of Old Main were torn down and
replaced; it then contained 125
rooms. The eastern wings housed
women students, and tihe west-

In 1915, the first ,t wo-year
diplomas were given, and Northcott Hall was completed. The
women's physical e d u c a t i on
building was finished in 1921;
and in 1923, the Teachers College
and the C o 11 e g e of Arts and

Scien
Th

was
Morr
Unio1
first
Hodg
comp

De
Jenk
· held
Scho1
In
opern
Stud,

TWIN TOWERS CONSTRUCTION

LIBRARY -

Main can1p1s . . . 1967 strle
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Sciences were sepaTated.
The James E. Morrow Library
was completed in 1930, and the
Morris P. Shawkey Student
Union was opened in 1932. The
first student r es id en c e halls,
Hodges and Laidley Halls, were
completed in 1937.
Dedication of tihe Albe:r,t G.
Jenkins Laboratory School was
• held in 1938. The G r a d u a t e
School was established in 1948.
In 1950, the Science Hall was
opened, and the addition to -the
Student Union was finished in

1967

1955. A new r es i d en c e hall,
Prichard, was added in 1955 also.
The College of Applied Science
was started in 1960. Two more
residence halls, West tor women
and South for men, were finished in 1964 and 1961. Also in
1961, the Campus Christian Center was begun, and Gullickson
Hall was opened.
In 1957, Ohio University and
Miami University began studies
of Marshall College. Thees studies were the initial work which
ended on March 3, 1961, when
Marshall College became Ma,r shall University.
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Last year, the eight story
Academic Center was completed,
and classes. began in the new
music building this summeT.
Today, plans are made for
twin-towers residence halls; for
a student center complex; an
addition to the Science Hall; and
fOT a new stadium.
From its s m a 11 start as a
church school in 1837, Marshall
has become a leading university.
Its campus now extends for 250
acres, its physical structure is
·m ade up of over 20 buildings,
and the total enrollment is more
than 8,000.

HODGES BALL

ACADEMIC CENTER

strl•

SOUTH BALL
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Marshall served bY twenty
ptesidents since 1838 act

. <
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THE OMICRON DELTA KAPPA Victory Bell was erected in
the early 1950s by the ODK
pledge class at that time. The
bell, being rung a,fter each Marshall victory, experienced. renewed popularity and use during last
year's successful basketball season. ODK, national leadership
honorary for men, was founded
at Marshall in 1950. Another of
their accomplishments was the
construction of the ODK circle in
front of the Student Union.

Goi11 •JJ

,'.WrJc.l.
, j;

..·)/

~\;~)

William Boyers, 1854-58, was
the last princip~ of ,t he Academy. He had received his M.A.
degree and was considered an
unusually well-educated man.
In 1958 Benjamin Thackston
became the first principal of
Marshall College. He resigned in

1960 because he had not been
paid his $800 a year salary.
Samuel Thompson ire vi \'. e d
Marshall when it reopened after
the Civil War, now under state
control. He was followed by J.
B. Powell who remained principal for the yeBT 1871-72.
' James E. Morrow was appointed principal in 1872 and served
a one-year term. Marshall had
no graduating class that year.
Former speaker of the House
of Representatives, James Beauchamp Clark from Missouri succeeded Movro:w. Thackston re-turned to Marshall and served
until 1884 when W. J. Kenny
succeeded him with a two-year
term.
Thomas Hodges was appointed
principal in 1886 and 'helped organize a Marshall Bus.mess College. During his term he had a
class of 19 students ,t hat graduated in 1896. He increased interest in sports· and sometimes
umpired baseball games.
Hodges was s u c c e e d e d by
Principal Lawrence Corbly, who
established the "m o d e 1 class",
comparable to today's Laboratory
School, and organized a "Lecture Course" similar to the Artist's Series.
In 1907 Corbly b e c a m e the
first president of Marshall CoJlege. and by 1913 Marshall had a
Junior College standing.
Dr. Oscar Woodley was president from 1915-19 and was sue-

I,i l

JIIIII.
\ i •,

By PAT GROSSECK
Feature Writer
The Act of Incorporation of
Marshall Academy was passed in
1938 by the General Assembly
of Virginia. Alth9ugh the act
authorized the appointment · of a
president, leaders of the 1school
were ca 11 e d principals in its
early days.
Records !l"eveal Isaac N. Peck
served as first principal in the
school year of 1838-39. His other
duty was to teach in. the "Classical Department", · which included
languages, math, science, elocution and music. Peck's annual
salary was $500.
Later, from 1840-43, the Rev.
A. E. Thom,. a Presbyterian minister, served at a salary of $200 a
year. Thom was succeeded by
the Rev. Jusiah B. Page, who,
"spent a short part of each day
instructing students in singing,
which improved the music in the
religious services at -t he academy."
Henry Clark and Joseph Foster were principals for brief
periods from 1850-54.

I

! 11 j, ALUl.W:Nlt:
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The In Place
If

for

ceeded by Dr. Frederick Hamilton who resigned in 1923.
Dr. Morris P. Shawkey, a leader in education, became president in 1923 and served w1til
1935. Dr. James Allen, former
president of Davis and Elkins
College, succeeded Dr. Shawkey.
Dr. John Williams then served
until Dr. Stewart Smith arrived
ln 1945.

Home of
FINE FOOD

· LONG'S
PARKETTE
1811 5th Avenue

3730 Waverly Road

tth & Oak Street, Kenova
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INTIMATE ATMOSP~RE & Fl'NE f,O·OD

1119 4th Ave.

At ~~ of Course ;A lpha Xi Delta's
Choose the

NOW LOOK
And
KAREN DAMRON

LYNDA CLAY
/

SAVE 30% to 60%
on Famous Name Brands.
Black Patent

1198

GALE KELSEY

FOR HOMECOMING,
may we suggest dining in the

'

Your Homecoming

BEVERLY MORLOCK

footwear - Sharp Selection
Sunday Buffet

Charge
Budget
LayA-Way

12:30-2:30- p.m.
all you can eat
ELLENE ROSE

$2.95
located at the corner of 4th Ave. and 10th St.

Open 9 :30 til 5
except Mon. til 9

Ride the Bus Free when You Shop at

A.B/s

I
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SINCE ITS completion in 1930, James E. Morrow Library has served
students as a place to study and concentrate. Here students of bylJOne years found the same studious atmosphere for studying as those
of today.

Study I

MU of 1900 -not very 'hip'
By JOHN BODO
Feature Writer
Marshall, at the tum of the
century, was no place for today's modern college student.
In ,t he early 1900's general requirements included geometry,
Latin, chemistry, physics, and
moral education.
Male students lived in boarding houses and Me three meals
per day with the family conducting the homes. The female
students lived at the dormitory,
College Hall, located in the east
end of Old Main.
The early school encouraged
extracurricular activities, and
among those o f f e r e d were
YMCA, Young Mens' Bible Club,
Mandolin and Guitar Club and
of course, sports.

Early Marshall, as today, was
concerned about students' health.
Therefore, the principal made
several rules: (1) keep the feet
dry and warm, (2) keep the
body well clothed, (3) keep the
flannels on until warm weather
has come to stay for the season,
( 4) never study until at least
one hour after meals and (5)
drink plenty of good water and
boil it before drinking if you are
not sure it's pure."
Marshall also had a school
newspaper during this era. It was
called the PARTHENON, published in July 1905 in book form.
The editor was L. J. Corblu, then
principal of Marshall College.
Five thousand i s s u e.s were
printed and since the student
body consisted of only 700 stu-

I

dents, it is assumed that all of
Huntington and anyone interested had access .to ,this Parthenon.
Another t ab o o included forbidding the use of tobacco on
school groun'ds, and forb~dding
alcoholic consumption by the student on cir off the grounds . . .
with penalty of dismissal.
Social pleasures were allowed. For i n s t ·a n c e, during the
week, girls could request to the
hall chairma1;1 a boy's name who
would like to call.
If approved by the chairman
the young ~an could call from 8
until 10 Saturday , evenings. A
point was made that this was not
a time to "spdcialize in some
corner," but to mix 'w ith all the
students.

Homecoming planning
started in February
Homecoming is not · all fun to some peopl~. For Greg Terry,
Hunting,t on junior and Homecoming co-ordinator, work started last
winter.
"In February, soon after my appointment, I started calling different agencies to find out who, in our price range, was available,"
said Terry of making plans for tonight's concert.
"I had almost decided on Chad and Jeremy, but then changed
my decision to a "Rock-Soul" concert," he said. "This way we could
have three different groups instead of one."
Terry suggested some ways he would like to see Homecoming
impr oved. Included in these is ,t he revival of flo~ts.
"By matching a fraternity and a sorority and° combining their
effo11ts on one float, which would cut down expenses, we could
possibly get downtown businesses to subsidiie the cost. Then later
in the year initiate a week-end, such as Big Green Weekend, when
everyone could make house decorations." With this plan, Terry said
he would then· add a, parade to the Homecoming activities on Thursday night.
''We also could have possibly rented three different places down.t own .to have the dances with three different bands. With this we
could have the students moving around to all three dances, therefore
cutting down on the crowd."

MORE FOR YOUR MONEYI

HALF QUARTS

h"ifr.th.

__
Coke
.,....

BOTTLED UNDER AUTHORITY OF THE COCA-CO LA COMPANY BY

Coca-Cola Bottling. Co. of Huntington

,.
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A column of the 1929 Parthenon comments that at Ohio University, women were allowed to
smoke in their dorms if they
were careful and used a lighter.

Freshmen, in a parade on the
eve of the 1937 Homecdmihg
celebration, were required to
·wear pajamas, accorfing to the
Parthenon, Oct. 22, 1937.

MINIMUM AGE 13
In the early 1900's, the minimum entrance age for Marshall
students was 14 years for men
and 13 for women. Eighty years
of age was • the maximum for
both sexes, according td The
Parthenoi,.

PARENTS PERMISSION
All women .students of Marshall College, w h o s e homes
weren't in Huntington, were required to lhave written permits
from parents to attend the Victory Ball, according to the Nov.
20, 1929 Parthenon.

FIRST PARTHENON
The first Parthenon on record
in 1!he Marshall Library was issued · in November, 1898. It's
predecessor w.as The Marshall
Critic.
'

MARSHALL GRADUATES
FOUR
Marshall's 1921 cl~ of four
men was the first to receive
Bachelor's degrees, according to
the 1921 Mirabilia.

5 SUBJECTS IN 183'7
In 1837, Only reading, writing,
history, latin and mathematics
were -taught at Marshall, according to the May, 1947 Parth'enon.

Sports Coats
with Vests
to Mat.eh

$1 TAX VOLUNTARILY
In 1911, the students decided
to tax themselves $1 each term
for the support of ' athletics, according to the Mirabilia.

Sweaters,
Coats
&

MARSHALL LAND $40
Forty dollars was the purchase
price of Marshall's original 16
acres of campus.

Tromers,
Bopsack
Flannel

Sllpovers

Twmts
OUT-OF-STATERS
In 1896, one person from out
of the state attended Marshall. In
1906, •t here were 50 out-of-state
students representing 10 states.
OLD MAIN BUILT
Old Main, the oldest building
on campus, was built in 1873,
according to the May, 1947 Parthenon.

FALL COLORS

COME SEE US

IRVIN'S MEN'S SHOP
512 9th St.

Phone 525-5709
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Darlc, follc atomosphere is gone

CCC Coffee House
By NANCY SMITHSON
Feature Writer
The Campus Chrh,tian Center
Coffee House has gone psychedelic!
Visit.ors t.o the coffee house
this weekend will find the place
drastically changed. This is the
result of Alice Gore, Scott Depot
_junior, and the coffee house commi-ttee.
The dark, folk atmosphere that
was originally adopted for the
room fashioned after a Greenwich , Village coffee house, has
been replaced by the "now"
look of phychedellc.
According t.o Miss Gore, the
new look is brighter and more
conducive t.o the creative atmosphere being adopted by the coffee house committee.
The new decor is in blue and
green, a result of hours of redecorating by interested students.
Until its official opening iast
weekend, the coffee house didn't
sponsor any specific programs
this semester. Students simply
shared in the creative experience
of painting the old coffee house.
The result is a creation in itself. One wall is covered with
geometric patterns - predominantly · circles - and the signatures of any students wishing to

Non-fidion·is
popular here

leave their marks. Some poetry
may even be found among the
scribbles. According to Miss Gore,
this idea Js being introduced to
give stude~ts a freer creative
atmosphere and to lend a more
personal feeling to the room.
Other waUs are covered by
paintings and sketches done by
students in the Art Department.
Circles cover the ceiling. And
the window is done with a lattice effect in wood and celophane.
"Since the main · objective of
the coffee house is to induce dialogue, the •tables have been replaced with smaller ones," she
added. "They are even on three
levels for different levels of dialogue."
There are hiigh tables with bar
stools, regular height tables, and
near the stage there are pillows
or mats.
"This also makes it easier t.o
see the stage," she said.
Plans are being made t.o change
the name of the coffee house.
Visitors this weekend are being asked to write a suggestion
for a name to carry out ithe circular theme of the room and drop it
in a box at the door. These will
be considered by the committee
in deciding on a new title.
Along witjl the face-lilting, the
committee has initiated a fresh
new em p ha sii s for the coffee
house.
"The new coffee house stands
in relationship to two entities-

Popular fiction authors for the
campus are F.clgar Allen Poe and
Nathaniel Hawthorne, according
to Marshall University library

WliEN

fe1n,.~

sources.
Mrs. Margaret Bobbitt, Reference Librarian, ass um es that
these and other fiction · authors
are being read in conjuction with
English, 1 a n g u a g e, ,and other
classes requiring outside reading.
She said that most students do
not 1seem ·t.o have the time for
pleasure reading as most of the
books checked out daily are nonfiction.
When the Colliate section of
the library is opened, open stacks
for some fiction and non-fiction
will be observed. Mrs. Bobbitt
thinks that this may increase the
reading of fiction for pleasure.
About the only time a novel is
in demand is when a movie based
on the· book is released. One
librarian cited Doctor Zhivago
as an example. This was an extremely popular movie last year.
She added that some students
are still reading it.

TEACHER SALARIES SET
A new schedule of salarjes for
teachers, ranging from $800 to
$2,500, was arrangel in 1909,
according to ,t he 1909 Mirabilia.

Beat
BOWLING GREEN

151"-1892

ewelers

lEARNEd

•
, IS

now 'psychedelic'

the student and the University,"
Miss Gore said. "The main objectives are not theological discusgon, but a creative dialogue
resulting in a search for meaning. We want to serve the University by acting as a catalyst
for student creativity."
Some of the ideas for stimulating this creativity include "open
nights." On these nights there
will be no planned activity at
the coffee house, she explained.
Instead, there will be an opportunity for anyone to perform who
wants to.
Such performances may include anything from poetry reading and folk singing to giving a
speech on a soap box.
"Incidentally,. we are going to
buy a 'soap box' for the coffee
house," Miss Gore said. "There

will also be clay on the tables
for students to work with, . and
tables for those who wish to
write poetry."
She said, that if enough poetry
is written in -the coffee house this
year, it may be compiled into a
small publication.
"We plan to be more 'issue
oriented' this year. That is, different speakers and programs
will deal with various social issues," she pointed out.
Some of these programs will
include one-act plays, films, interpretive readings and speakers
who will act as discussion starters.
"We also hope to have faculty
nights during which members of
the faculty will help lead ,t he
group in intellectual discussions,
or perhaps ju~ answer questions

about their own interesh," she
explained.
Miss Gore added, "we are hoping to stir more interest a;nong
faculty members since they are
so important to the total c·offee
house program."
The coffee house will be open
every F r i d a y and Saturday
nights from 8 p.m. until 1 a.m. It
will also open occasionally on
Wednesday nights from 8-11.
"Wednesday nights will be the
most "issue oriented' and we
will plan to have speakers then",
she said.
The word for the new coffee
house is creativity. "In addition
to aesthetic creativity-writing,
music, -painting-there will be a
great emphasis on the greatest
form of creativity - the interchange of ideas," she added.

HOMECOMING SPECIAL

cheeseburgiest

TliE }"R"S
WE

GRAdUATEd
TO TliE

4"c"s

Carat weight, clarity,
color and cut ... the
four rules in determining quality and
cost of every d iamond we handle .
Because we are experts in gemology, it
is our responsibility
to teach you the importance of the 4
"C's" so you will al ways be proud of the
diamond you purchase. We learned
our lessons well ...
now let us pass our
knowledge on to you .

We've "coined" a better sandwich. The
cheese-burgiest cheeseburger. Definition: a
lean 100% pure beef patty cooked over open
flames to give it a prime steak flavor, lots of
melted Kraft cheese and served on a hot
toasted bun. It's the newest word in delicious
taste ... the cheese-burgiest cheeseburger at
Burger Chef.

1330 3rd Ave.
2705 5th Ave.

,FIVE for $1.00
SATURDAY, SUNDAY ONLY

ICK'S NEWS
AND

CARD SHOP

HOME OF THE WORLD'S GREATEST HAMBURGER-STILL ONLY18c

COMPLm LINE

MAGAZINES -- NEWSPAPERS
GREETING CARDS

433 8TH STREET

HUNTINGTON, W. V>..
PHONE 522-9817

Good Luck Thundering Herd I
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FOOTBALL'S ANCIENT PILE-UP
... game was played on the old ' Marshall Field

U~iforms hOve changed,
but-::football.still, rugged
'EveryUi'izjg•changes e~entu~lly at~-,' urtiv~tsity such as. Marshall.
Everything from the. students,
-bhe ·buildings and

uniforms:.

.

.to-,tb~i~culcy,
· .. ,

the football
As shown by these pictures -about :the, .oply ,thing that hasn't
changeii \ is the ruggedness of. ,t he ;play~rs -_ wlio participate in it.he
sport, Called footb~IL .
,·,_ :.. •:·,_"_ .. ,. , _ _1 .
The ' rhundering Herd ~as ~ ·. fieldfug. teams on tl}e gcidiron
since 1898. The Herd l95t its only:, gani~·. tha't. .year. i1~6 to ,Catletts. burg.
.
... :>··.\,., .,.:. \:
Since· then the Green·'
·White
fielded ~ainS every "year
except 1918, due to the war, and from ;i~~5 -due to World War II.
This season marks the . 64th ·y ~ ·. Mlinlhall has 'participated in'
football, and going into tonicirrow's game against' Bowling Green
they ·have won 253 games lost 258 - 38. contests .have ended in ties.
The Herd dropped under the .500 percentage mark in games won
.and _lost-with ltlhis seasons performance. ·

·has·

and

'In those 549 games the Green and White has outscored its opponents 8,548 to 7,822,
\

.

· The man that ~ontributed more of .those points for ·t he Herd
' than any other player is Jackie Hunt, who played from ·1939-41.
No one .has come close to equalling Hunt's tea~ of the 1940
season,Ji~, ro_mped to-·27 toµchdowns and scored · 162 points. Mickey
Jackspn came"~ closest' in 1965 when he scored 16 times as did Noel

woi-ltiriar1i in :1ti16; .
'nir6;•g1tihe y~ars Marshall has
.

RUGGED INDIVIDUAL,
. . . used less ~din_g

·, · ... .,.•• . ,!.

.

.

~mploy~ 16 coaches with the
~irlning~t icoach'• .being Cam _Henderson, who coached for 12 ye~
, ,and.. ;finished with a ·. 68-46-5 record.
'./,':~r'- ~~:r: c.'/ ·;: "{-:-~:-,~:-.J\ ( ' . • '
r

'

. TRADlTIONAL IJNDl'OBM
• .• • of the I 920s

AN OFFICIAL WATCHES PLAY CLOSELY

No chance of a,. pulling the face mask

penalty
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'Sheik' recalls· his MU gridiron action
By LARRY MAYNOR
Sports Writer
On a cold Thanksgiving afternoon 34 years ago, {Marshall College was host to West Virginia
Wesleyan College, which was
then a' recognized football power.
Marshall's chances of winning
were slim. Even the strongest
Big Gr e en partisans conceded
that the odds were s t a c k e d
against the home team.
' The pattern was set, but Marshall didn't comply. John Zontini
then a junior halfback at Marshall wasn't awed by the strength
of thf opposition. In fact he tore
it apart.
Zontlnl Moves
Zontini, a shifty 5'10''. and 160
lb. halfback r it t led Wesleyan,
scoring th il" e e touchdowns and
tackling a Wesleyan player in
the end zone for a safety. He accounted for all of Marshall's
points that day in a 20-0 v\otory
thought by many to be one of
Marshall's biggest wins ever.
Marshall has had many great
football players. To select one
and call hbn the be.st wquld be
an impossible .t ask. But to name
John Zontini among these past
football greats and leave it at
·t hat seems to belittle the man
that made Marshall football more
exciting, c o l o r f u l and daring
1fuan it ,had e;er been before.
Zontini came to Marshall as a
much praised high school football

player from Sherman High, a,
small school at Seth in Boone
County.
Zontini's deeds were not recorded in high school, but according to Zontini's coach Melvin L. i'vlackey, he was , instrumental in his team's astounding
success.
Big at Seth
In 1929, Zontini's junior year
in high school, Seth was undefeated scoring an amazing 286
points to the opposition's six.
The 1930 team gave up only 18
points while scoring a fantastic
546.

Zontini's actual point production is not known bµt in a game
against Stone Coal (now Stoco)
he scored at least seven touchdowns and maybe more.
In three years Seth, led by
Zontini, scored 1,00:7 points compared to 37 for the opposition.
It's no s u r p r is e that Zontini,
nicknamed "The Gallopin Goslril" won all-state honors his last
two years; in high school. However, his greatest tribute came
in 1930 when he was named to
the high s c ho o l All-American
football team.
Decides on Marshall
After graduation Zontini was
flooded with scholarship offers,
He visited a few p 1 a,..c es but
chose Marshall because it was
close to home. ·
If anyone doubted Zontini's

New stadium for MU?
By DONALD SCRAGGS
Feature Writer
F,airfield Stadium has housed
Marshall's Homecoming g a m e
\ ,since it was dedicated in the fall
of 1928.
Fairfield Stadium was built by
the county school board on what
used to be a ,t rash dump. Due to
the settling of •t he u'n s table
ground of the stadium, several
tons of d~ are spread over the
playing field each year.
A few years in the future,
Marshall's sporting events ·may

take place in a new stadium.
President Smith said, "At present the idea of the new stadium
is only a dream."
Eddie Barrett, athletic director,
described the proposed stadium
as, a structure which wiU seat
25,000 people. It will be constructed in such a manner as to
allow a roof to be added later,
malting the structure an allweather stadium. The playing
surface will be ' covered with a
synthetic turf like that used in
the Houston Astrodome.

potential, it was proved in his
first game at Marshall in 1931 as
a freshman. 'I'he· first time he
handled the ball against Fairmont State he scooted 65 yards
for a touchdown. Zontini carried
the ball 91 times •t hat year gaining 865 yards for ,a 9.5 average
per carry.
Zontini, labeled "sheik of Seth"
by the late Duke Ridgley sports
columnist of the Herald Dispatch, dazzled the oppa.sition in
his sophomore year. Despite be- '
ing a marked man in every game,
he dashed 88 yards against Miami and scored two touchdowns
in each of tlhe Georgetown, Transylvania and Wittenberg games.
All Buckeye Conference
Zontini was an all Buckeye
Conference halfback his sophomore and junior years, And as a
senior, he scored 39 points for a
team that would win only four
of 10 games.
A sense of pride can be detected in Zontini's voice as he recalls
those days.
"You had to be a sixty-minute
ball player then," said Zontini.
"You had· 11 goo,d me~ and they
,played as long as posible. U a
man got hurt you were in trou,ble," he said. "We didn't have
the bench strength that teams
have •today."
A Complete Player
Zontini ran, p a s s e d, kicked
,extra points, 'punted and played
defense. He was a c_o mplete sixtyminute ball player.
Hunter Kinkaid who now resides in Huntington, was Zon~
tini's :running mate at halfback.
"He was shifty but powerful,
had tremendous speed and great
change of pace and was an explosive ball carrier who was . a
threat · everytime he handled the
ball," Kinkaid said.

"Defensively he was equally as
good; he could really hit. He was
just good at everything," Kin-,
kaid added.
"John was a very modest and
popular student. And he was one
of the be.st football players Marshall has ever had," continued
Kinkaid.
Zontini played four years at

Marshall under Coach Tom Dandelot. During this 'period Marshall won 18 games, lost 16 and
tied 2. The "Shiek", who three
decades ago gave Marshall fans
something to cheer about, is now
54 years old and a salesman for
the Tide Wa\er Supply Company
in Norfolk, Va.

JOHN ZONTINI
. . . The 'sheik'

I

·,

Famous brand

men's SWEATERS
• CARDIGANS

• SLIP-OVERS

Wools, lamb wool, shetlands and
mohair blends as well as acrylip
fibers - in this great sweater
group. Both cardigans and pullovers in both basic and fashion
styles. Sizes S, M, L, XL.
A good time to choose for the
winter season

/

Drop
your
friends
a line ...
by DDD*
• 11·s the last easy way to phone
long distance

/Ji\ The C& P Telephone Company
~ of West Virginia

Pan of 1h N • - • 8tl S1'11,_

D

924 4TH AVI.
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Back in 1898
MU had team,
but no coach

Herd

•
IS

By LARRY MAYNOR

By ANNA LEE ROBINSON

Feature Writer
In 1898 Marshall had its first
football team but , no paid coach.
In 1903 it had its first coach,
G. Ford. He had a 2-2-0 record
and was here one season. In 1904
Alfred McCary was Marshall's
football coach. He stayed five
years and had a 17-9-7 record.
Boyd Chambers came in 1909
and remained through 1916. Carl
Shipley was in charge in 1917.
In 1919 Coach Aroh Reilly had·
an unbeaten season (8-0-0). Herbert Cramer was the 1920 coach
and Kemper Shelton of baseball
fame was at the helm in 1921-22.
He had a record of 11-6-1.
Roy Briggs and Russ Meredith
preceded Coach Charles "Trusty"
Tallman. Beginning with Coach
Tallman there was a notable upturn in the caliber of football
players finding their way to the ·
Marshall Campus.
In 1929-30 Coach Johnny Maulbetsch and in 1930-34 Coach Tom
Dandelet were in charge.
In 1935 Coach Cam Henderson
was Marshall's coach. He stayed
twelve seasons and had a ·r ecord
of 68-46-5. C o a c h Henderson
turned out his first "perfect"
eleven in 1937. After two years
of building, he was ready to bid
for the B u c k e y e Conference
Championship and on a snow
covered field at Dayton he realized that ampition.
·
In 1950 Coach Pete Pederson
was a,t the helm for three years.
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CHARLIE SNYDER
Herd mentor

Coach Pederson is given credit
for saying, "I'd like to see Marshall have an e n r o 11 m e n t of
10,000-all men !" In 1953 Coach
Herb Royer came to Marshall
and s tayed six seasons.
Coach Snyder took charge in
1959. He was a tackle for Coach
Henderson's 1947 Marshall Tangerine Bowl team. He took over
a gridiron program that had produced only four winning seasons
in the 13 years since World War
II. In 1963 Coach Snyder was
named West Virginia's. college
"Coach of the Year." Coach Snyder rebuilt Marshall's football
program, taking it from a 1-8
record in 1959 to 7-3 and a second place finish :in the MidAmerican Conference in 1964.
MARSHALL BEATS IRONTON
Marshall began the 1914 football season by defeating Ironton High School 46- 0 according to 1914 Miribilia.

Sports Writer
The Marshall-Bowling Green
football series can't be considered a successful one; for Marshall
that is.
This year marks the 14th
meeting between the two MidAmerican Conference s c h o o l s,
with the Falcons 'holding an impressive 12-1 advantage over the
Thundering Herd.
The series began in 1954, during Herb Royer's second year as
head coach at Marshall. That
first meeting is the Herd's lone
claim to victory over the Falcons.
Marshall won the game 26-19
with halfback Don Atkins leading the way. A tkins in his first
varsity start, rushed for 110
yards in 26 tries and scored two
touchdowns.
However, Royer's teams from
1954 through 1958 made respectable showings against the Falcons. The only sound beating ab,sorbed by the Herd under Royer
was a 34-12 set back in 1956.
Except for a 21-7 defeat in 1958,
the Falcons were able to beat th~
Herd by only one touchdown in
1957, 14-7, and by one point in
1955, 27-26.
Snyder bad .No Luck
Coach C h a r 1 i e Snyder took
over for Royer in 1959. Since
then Bowling !J:reen has won all
eight encounters with the Herd
and have outscored them ,236-47.
In 1959, Snyder's first year,
the Herd was handed it most
devastating loss by the Falcons,

1-12 against BG
51-7. The following year the im. proved Herd qropped a 14-7 decision. And then in 1961 and
1962 they suffered beatings by
40-0, and, 48-6 scores.
1963 is the only time Marshall
has played host to Bowling Green
in a homecoming game. The Falcons won, 21-14, despite the
Herd's commanding lead in stat- ·
istics.
In 1964 Marshall lost to Bowling Green by a four touchdown

spread and in 1965 were on the ·
short end of a 20-0 score•
, Close game last- year
Last year the Thundering Herd
played ·. one· of its better games
but still it wasn't good enough.
The Falcons came out on top
14-6.
In 13 meetings Marshall has
scored 125 points compared _to
351 for the Falcons.
Location of the games appear
to have no affect on the outcome. Marshall lost one touchdown encounters to B ow ling
Green at Fairfield in 1957, 1960,
1963, and was on the losing end ·
end of the 1955 thriller, 27-26.
On the other hand Marshall
has suffered its \VOrst beatings
at home. The 51"'."7 defeat in 1959
and the 40-0 loss in 1960 were
both played at Fairfield Stadium.
GRIDIRON STARTS 1903

In 1903,· the -first Marshall Coll~ge football team was organizbd,
according to the · 1908 Mirabili~·
yearbook.

Flowers For Homecoming
ORDER NOW

522-8272
532 10th St.

FLOWERS
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Presenting The Drinking Song for Sprite:

WHERE SANTA SHOPS

"ROAR, SOFT-DRINK, ROAR!"
(To the tune of "Barbara Frit,.chie")

N ationa.lly Advertlised.

Suits
Dresses

Sportswear
Accessoriles
Shop now fOT your
HOMECOMING dress or suit!

~~ '
/

Eastern Heights Shopping Center
Huntington,

W. Vl~glnla

LATIA'S
Your One Stop Store
• Scbool SuppHes
. - Art Supplies

GIFT WRAP
Wrap the prettiest packages
under any tree with Hallmark
gift wrap and trims, matching tags and ribbons for
every style.

PARTY PROPS
Throw a party at the drop of
a snowflake-it's easy when
Hallmark he Ips. Pick a oarty
set from our assortment of
festive styles.

CHRISTMAS CARDS
See our Hallmark callee•
tion qt Christmas greetings
that carry your good wishes
best. Choose a style that
expresses your individuality
and good taste.

HOME DECORATIONS
· Give the children something
to· do on a snowy day: let
them deck the halls with
punch.out decorations from
Hallmark.

THE CARD SHOP
. 905 Fourth · Avenue

522~2643

Traditionally, a lusty, rousing fight song is
de rigeur for every worthy cause and institution.
But we wrote a song for Sprite anyway·. We'd like you
to sing it while drinking Sprite, though this may
.
cause some choking and coughing. So what? It's all in
good, clean fun. And speaking of good, clean things,
what about the taste of Sprite?~ good. It's
clean. However, good clean th.ings may not exactly be
your idea of Jollies. In .that case, remember tha~
Sprite is also very refreshing. "Tart and tingling,'.'
in fact. And very collegiate. And maybe we'd better ·
quit while we're ahead. So here it is. The Drinking
Song For Sprite. And if you can get a :group toge_t:her,·
to sing it--we'd be very surprised.
Roar, soft drink, roar!
You're the loudest soft drink
we ever sawr!
-so tart and tingling, they
couldn't keep you quiet:
The perfect drink, guy,
To sit and think by,
Or, to bring instant refreshment
T~~fiy campus riot I Ooooooh- Roar, soft drink, roar!
Flip your cap, hiss and bubble,
fizz and gush! .
Oh we can't think
or any drink
That we would rather sit with!
Or (ii we feel like loitering)
to hang out in ·the strit with!
Or sleep through English lit' with!
Roar! Soft drink! Roar!
Yeahhhhhhhhhhhhhhhh, SPRITE!
S,EBITE . SO TART AND
TINGLING, WE JUST COULDN'T
KEEP IT QUIET.
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Pitching is name of, game;
Herd faces few problems
By MIKE BROWN
Sports Writer

BJ TIM BUCEY
Sports Co-Editor

Twenty years ago Head Football Coach Charlie SnY,der was
having the time of his life winning football games.
That was in 1947 when The Thundering Herd finished the regular season with a record of 9-2 and accepted a bowl bid to the
Tangerine Bowl. However, the Catlettsbur~, Ky., native was not a
coach but a tackle on the. squad.
That was the first and last time .the football team received a
post season bowl bid.
Second Best Record
Its 9-2 record was the second best mark in the history of the
sohool. In 1937 ,MU finished w,ith a 9-0-1 record and in 1939 the
team also finished the season with nine wins and two losses.
Snyder was the co-captain of that team and was a big factor
that season.
Ernie Salvatore, who was then sports editor of The Parthenon,
wrote, "Snyder has proved to be a capable leader in this ,tenure
as co-captain with Ohasey Wilson. Snyder will be sorely missed next
year. When he trots off the field for the last time, he will carry the
best wishes of all his classmates."
Snyder's last game with Marshall was on New Year's night as
the Herd met Catawba of Salibsury, N. C., in the second annual
Tangerine Bowl at Orlando, Fl!l.
Cam Henderson, who was · in his ninth year as head coach,
missed the grand finale, because he was head coach of the basketball team, which was playing in the first annual George Pepperdine
tournament in Los Angeles, ·Calif. ·
Bob Koontz and Norman Willey, regular wingmen on the football squad, also missed the bowl game because they were members
of ,t he basketball team.
·
The cage.r;s returned with the Los Angeles Invitation crown,
but the football team was not so lucky.
Catawba Wins
Catawba won the gridiron contest by a 7-0 score even though
Marshall played one of its better games of the season, according to
,to Salvatore.
·
The North Carolinians went into ·the contest winners of 30 of
its last 34 contests, including a victory in the first Tangerine Bowl
the year before.
Catawba also was ranked 20th in the nation at the time of the
game and had not been held scoreless in its last 72 games.
The Herd also had its share of accomplishments to boast about,
such as a 60-6 rout of Steubenville, Ohio, in ,t he opening game of the
season. The team also outscored its opponents that season 342 to 125.
Experience was perhaps a deciding factor in the contest as Catawba had ~ seniors in the lineup while Marshall had three.

Received No Breaks
"Only one thing hurt them," Salvatore wrote," a lack of breaks.
In fact ,the local team didn't receive one solitary break throughout
the game and Catawba picked up a bushel of them.
" ... A great playing job overlooked thus far w~ that of Bob
Sang, a regular tackle who was stationed at defensive halfback.
Salvatore continued. "Sang played his best game of the year and
his most inspired. To prove it, let's remember that Catawba racked
' up exactly 54 yards on . the ground."
Prior to the football season that year the basketball team won
the National Intercollegiate Basketball championship, so 1948 wasn't
a bad year for Marshall athletics.

Toledo-Miami football game
one to watch in conference
The most important game of
the season in the Mid-American
Conference will be played :to~orrow afternoon at Oxford, Ohio.
That is the time and place
Toledo University and Miami
University meet. Both are tied
for the conference lead along
with Western Michigan. Toledo
Coach Frank Lauterbur, calls
this his toughest battle · of the
year.
Both teams will 'enter the. con,t est with 4-1 records.

The other MAC leader, Western Michigan, will meet Ohio
University, 2-2, at Athens, Ohio.
These are the final MAC game~
for the conference leaders.
A loss by Western Michigan
would give the championship to
the ·winner of .the Toledo-Miami
game .A win by Western would
leave two teams in the top spot
in the MAC.
Kent State with a 1-4 record
will host non-conference foe
~µisville.

Connie Mack (1862-1956), a
major league owner-manager for
fifty years with the old Philadelphia A's, once made the statement that pitching constituted 75
per cent of the game of baseball.
If that axiom, uttered many
years ago, is true then Marshall's
baseball .team should have a fine
season next spring under ,t he direction of Coach Jack Cook.
Strong pitching was what the
Herd baseballers exhibited in
two intra-squad games that climaxed fall practice.
Steve Miller, Carl Hewlett,
Paul Holley, Gary Stobard and
freshman Rodney May dominated the two contests played at
SL Cloud Commons.
Miller struck out nine batters
in only four innings while giving
up only one hit - a bunt single
by Horlin Carter.
However, the most pleasing
thing about Miller's performance
was his control. Miller has been
plagued by control problems in
the past but he walked only one
man in his four innings of pitching.
This led Cook to comment, "If
Steve has his control problems
licked it would be a big lift to
us next spring. He also needs
more confidence."
While Miller's performance

pleased everyone Holley's hurling sent everyone home happy.
Holley, the ace of last year's
staff, suffered a serious arm injury this past summer and it appeared that his career might b,
in doubt. 1
However, <the arm responded
,to treatment and Holley showed
enough in the two I games to assure everyone that when the
umpire yells next spring he'll
be ready.
Stobard and Hewlett showed
that they will definitely be assets to the Big Green aMhough
only sophomores.
Stobard pitched hitless ball for
five innings and struck out six.
Hewlett wasn't as sharp but
Cook isn't worried.
The Herd mentor coached ,
Hewlett in high school when he
was the ace of the 1965 Huntington High sta1e championship
team. Cook knows what Hewlett
is capable of and is looking for
big ,t hings from the righthander
for .t he next three years,
An infield of Rex Hale at
first, Bob Lemley at second, Jim
Fantuzzo at shortstop and Roger
Gertz at >third looked tight. Sophomore Craig Dickson showed
that he will be a capable backup
man at either short or second.
The outfield will be solid with
men like Walt Garnette, 'Gary
Leach, Danny Clarke, Jim Boggs,
Bob Dillon and Harlin Carter

roaming after fly balls.
The Herd may not break down
any fences when it comes to hitting the ball, but strong pitching
says Cook will nearly always
overcome weak hitting.

QUICK GAME
In a 1902 Marshall-Gallipolis
football game, short ihalves of 15
and 10 minutes each were played
to give visitors ample time to
catch the afternoon Baltimore
and Ohio train ihome. The score
was 34-0 in favor of Marshall.
THREE ALL-STATERS
The 1912 W. Va. all-state college football team included three
men from Marshall, reported tlhe
Dec. 12, 1912 Parthenon.

Freshma·n cage team
•
IS both tall and short
By TIM KELLY
have to work more with ithe
varsity."
Sports Writer
Other than Henry, the signees
Marshall's five freshman basare 6-6 Bernard Bradshaw from
ketball recruits may be the tallest ever signed, but the six walk- ' Versailles, Ky., 6-8½ Gary P9mmerenck , from Mount Clemens,
ans won't add any to that repuMich., 6-7 Dave Smith from Daytation.
Only one of the walk-ons is.
ton, Ohio, and 6-6 Ricky Turnas tall as the shortest freshman
bow from Cincinnati, Ohio.
The freshman are three weeks
recruit, 6-2 Blaine Henry from
Cyntiana, Ky.
into practice already.
"It's going relatively well,"
He's 6'-2 Ira Pierce from South
said McKenzie. "They've adjustCharleston.
ed r e a d i l y and have a good
The others ·are: 6-0 Charles
sense
of basketball knowledge."
Bradbury from Middleport, Ohio;
Most
impressive ab o u t ,t he
6-0 Charles Chaney from Huntfreshman, M c K e n z i e said, is
ington; 6-1 Rocky Harshbarger
"their attitude, their hustle and
from Barboursville; 5-9 Lee
their
desire."
Leahman from Wheeling, and 6-1
Tom White from Gilbert.
CO-EDS EARLY RISERS
"This is a better group of outAccording to a 1909 Partlheside people than we had last
non, all women living in dormiyear," said freshman coach Larry
tories are to rise at 6 :30 a.m.
McKenzie. "But we'll get hardly
breakfast at 7:30, lunch at 1
any help from them inside exp.m., dine at 6 p.m., and retir~
cept for Pierce."
at 10 p.m.
. Wifill such short walk~ons and
LOST AND FOUND
such tall recruits, intra-squad
scrimmages may be kind bf dif. On Sept. 14, 1912, one dog, one
ficult, McKenzie feels.
cat and one onion were found in
the library, according ,to the 1912
"We have nobody to push us
Mirabilia.
inside," he said. "So we may

~
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920 Fifth Avenue
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JIM TORRENCE

... Herd quarterback

SAE runner
wins first in
cross-country
By l)AVID MASSEY
Sports Writer
Rick Sparkmon, Summersville
junior, representing Sigma Alpha
Epsilon, placed first in the . intramural cross-country track
meet, running the two-and onequarter miles in 14 minutes and
33 seconds.
Only five organizations and 11
persons participated in this meet.
Ronald L. Crosbie, director of
inframurals, said, "I am very
disappointed in the student participation in intramural cross
country. I feel tha this is an area
where an indivdual can achieve
in competitive athletics through
individual competition."
He added that weather and
possibly the fact that it was held
on Saturday might have kept
down participation.
Sigma Alpha Epsilon had three
members running in the pieet:
Rick Sparkmon, placing first;
Caroll Bennett, New Cumberland sophomore, finishing fifth,
and Jon Boltzworth, Huntington
Junior, placing sixth. ·
Pi Kappa Alpha also had three
in the meet: Hal Allred who finished a close second with a time
of 14:33; Walt Quarte, taking
eighth place, and Mike Smith,
fourth place.
Lambda Chi Alpha had two
men participating: Bob McClain,
Huntington freshman, came in
third with a 14:42 time, and Ron
Frame, Charleston senior, held
down last place.
Alpha Sigma Phi also had two
competitors: Charlie Clalrvllle,
ninth place, and John Thompson,
sevepth. ·
Kappa Alpha, not wanting to
be left out, had Dick Desmond,
Huntington junior, finishing
tenth.
Mr. Crosbie said he wanted to
make this a regular ·activity wi,t h
the intramural program and he
hopes that interest will increase
next year.
FRESHMAN TEA
Alpha Lambda Delta, freshmen women's honorary, will
sponsor a tea for freshmen
women Sunday ·at 4 p.m. at the
Campus Christian Center. All
freshmen women admitted with
honors are invited to attend.
OFFICES OPEN
All University offices will be
open Saturday, due to homecoming.
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hungry for Homecoming
By LARRY MAYNOR
Sports Writer
MU will be going after its first win over
the Falcons of Bowling Green University since
1954 tomorrow , at 2 p.m. at Fairfield Stadium.
It's Homecoming day for MU. Ticket sales
for the game are good, but there are still seats
available.
The last and only time MU has been Homecoming host to Bowling Green was in 1963. The
Falcons spoiled homecoming fm; the Herd .that
year handing them a 21-14 loss.
Since 1963 MU has lost to BeeGee by scores
of 28-0 in 1964, 20-T in 1965, and 14-6 last year. ·
Tomorrow is MU's first home game after a
frustrating three-game road trip. The Herd lost
48-6 to league-leader Miami of Ohio, 43-7 to
Louisville and 42-10 to Western Michigan.
Last week's loss to Western Michigan produced one of MU's best offensive games. Charlie
"Choo-Choo" Jones was the game's leading
rusher with 146 yards in 31 carries. And Jim
Torrence set a new passes-attempted record of
32. Torrence completed 10 of the 32 tosses for
156 yards and one touchdown.
The Falcons, coached by Robert Gibson,

brings a 2-4 overall and 1-3 conference record
into tomorrow's contest.
The Falcons lost a heartbreakec to first place
Miami last week, 9-7. Miami scored within the
final minute of play to salvage the win.
BeeGee is expected to throw a lot against
the Herd. The Falcons have a good passing combination consisting of quarterback P. J . Nyitray
and receiving ace Eddie Jones.
Nyitray started the year in a slump, but rebounded last week against Miami completing 12
of 19- passes in a near upset of Miami.
Besides Nyitray at quarterback, the Falcons
have sopb.omore Bob Zimpfer, the teams leading
rusher at one halfback, senior Dave Cranmer
at the other halfback position and Chuck Radich
at fullback.
Cranmer, a two-year regular, has been plagued with injuries, but was the game's leading
rusher in last · week's loss to Miami.
MU Head Coach Charlie Snyder has made
one change on offense and two on defense. , Senior defensive tackle, Tom Wilkinson, has replaced senior Jerry Rinehart.
Sopb.omores Dave Lucas and Greg Gikas
have replaced junior tackle Jim Shepherd and
senior center Chuck Rine.

MU's squad faces stiff competition
during MAC's basketball season
By TIM BtJCEY
S1>0rts Co-Editor
If any one is expecting the
Thundering Herd to walk away
with the Mid-American Conference basketball championship,
they had better reconsider.
Even though all five starters
will be returning from last year's
20-8 team and fourth place in
the National Invitational Tournament, several other ' conference
teams appear to be · improved
with some key performers returning.
Of the ten top scorers in the
MAC last year only one will not
be returning this season.
Be Is Bill Backensto of Toledo,
0. who was the ninth leading
scorer with a 15.0 average.
From last year's All-MAC first
team, Jerry Fisher of Miami, 0.
was the only one graduated.
'
The other four members of the
team, are Fred Foster of Miami
and Steve Mix of Toledo, both
juniors this year, and Bob Redd
and George Stone of Marshall,
both seniors.
The only player lost by graduation from the second team was
Backensto.
Toledo, lasi year's conference
champion, will have four of its
five starters returning. Backensto and .t wo .- second-stringers
were lost through graduation.
Willie Babione, John Brisker,
Steve Mix and John Rudley y;ill
all return to Toledo's starting·
lineup.
Up from the freshman team
will be Doug Hess, the tallest
ever to enroll at Toledo. Be is a
7-0, 195 pounder. Also joining
him from the freshman team will
be a 6-9 Dale Geistler.
Miami, which finished third
last season, lost three men
through graduation.
Jerry Fisher was the big man
lost, but also absent •from last
year's 7-5 team will be Tom
Garwood and Jim Hallihan.
Fisher was a member of the AllMAC first team.
Bowling Green lost three men,
but will be returning with the
second leading scorer in the
MAC, Walt Piatkowski. The 6-8
junior was also named to the
MAC second team.
The F a l c o 11 players lost
through graduation were Ed

Behm, Dan Rinicella and Ted
Rose.
Western Michigan is a team
that shouldn't be taken lightly.
Every man on last year's 4-8
squad will return this season,
which presents a problem to
Bead Coach Sonny Means-what
to do with last year's freshman
team.
Reggie Lacefield, a member
of the AU-MAC second team and
the sixth leading scorer in the
conference with a 17.5 game
average is the top returnee.
John Schoeder, and three
other losses, will no doubt be
missed by Head Coach Jim Snyder at Ohio University, but Jerry
McKee will return to the hard
wood. McKee ·was the fifth leading scorer in the conference last
year with a 17 .9 average and
was ori the MAC s·e cond team.
Kent State finished with a 1-11
mark last season and lost three
men through graduation.
Doug Grayson, a 6-5, 200pound junior, the conference's
10th leading scorer and a mem-

SWISHI

ber of the all-MAC second team,
will be returning along with
Fred Brown, Dave Fleming, and
two letter winner, Larry Bomer.
The Thundering Herd, of
course~ lost only one man
through graduation, but Mike
Watson also did not return to
the team this season.
All five of the Herd starters
received MAC honors last year.
George Stone and Bob Redd
were named to the All-MAC
first team, Bob Allen was on the
second_ team and Dan D'Antoni
and Jim Davidson received honorable mention honors.
Stone is the only man in the
University's history to score over
1,000 points in .the first two seasons and is 15th on the all-time
list of scorers. The 6-7, Covington, Ky., resident was leading
scorer in the conference with a
24.5 average.
Bob Allen, the 6-9 center from
Port Huron, Mich., finished second in the conference in rebounding last season behind Bob
Schroeder of Ohio.

•
Win

\\
P. J.NYITRAY

. .. Bowling Green QB

Cheerleaders
to build spirit
Marshall's head cheerleader
sayg' she believes the spirit of
the Homecoming crowd can be
built up at tomorrow's football
game.
"Spirit as a whole is good on
the squad and I believe we can
get the crowd cheering, too," said
Diana Barnett, St Albans senior.
Other cheerleaders are Georgann Hartman, Huntington junior; Kendra Staker, Portsmouth,
Ohio, sophomore; Pam Slaughter,
Dunbar sophomore; Gail Kucek,
Oceana sophomore; Vickie Lambert, Parkersburg sophomore;
Susanne Mullens, South Charleston junior, and Barbara Wilson,
Charleston sophomore.
The cheerleaders asked that
students know the words to the
Alma Mater and fight song.
"Words to the Alma Mater,"
said Miss Barnette, "are easily
found. However, none of the students seems to know the words
to the fight song."
The words are:
"Show me a Scotsman who
doesn't love a thistle.
"Show me an Englishman who
doesn't love the rose.
"Show me a true hearted son
of dear old Marshall who doesn't
love to win.
"M-A-R-S-H-A-L-L.
"Fight, Fight, for dear old
Marsh{ill U."

GEORGE STONE shows Dan D'Antoni and Orville Stepp the form
that earned him the MAC sconng honors last season and a place on
the All-MAC first team. Stone is the 15th leading scorer in Marshall
history. D' Antoni, a junior and smallest man on the squad, received
honorable mention honors this season. Stepp was a starter his sophomore season, but last year was the number six man.
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'Chc;,nge' is ·the Word -in .fashion
By CAROLINE PENLAND
Fashion Editor
·CHANGE Is not only the big word in homecomlq activities Uds year but In the fashion to be wom
as well.
· FOJ the Friday night concert a dressy dress Is
llllffleJent, one that lacks formal appearance but ls
not too casual.
Kit Shires, Huntington senior, chose an A-line
wool dress Jn black and white plaid with an Inverted
front pleat, and trimmed in black with black patton
1

accesaorles.
Lynn Preece, WDUamson junior, is w ~ a
white A-line wool dress with round collar and front
paneL It is trimmed Jn black velvet and she has
chosen black accessories.
'lbe men should wear somethlq a little more formal than sportwear although sportscoats with coordinate slacks or blazers and slacks, are suitable.
Bill Jones; Huntington senior, Is wearing a
navy blue pin-:Striped suit with a dusk/white pin
~ shirt, a navy blue re,bnental tie with
'dll$/white :~pes and tasseled loafers.
F~ t,he pme the .trend leam toward a sporty out-

·m.

..

A suit of glen plaid, herrinrbone, wool plaid and

a: co-ordinate, or a knit suit would be practical at. tire for the women. A basic wool dress with a coat
co-ordinate or suede coat is popular' too.
·· Bemem1'er, ~ weather is a big factor ~ what Is
appropriate to wear.
Jeannie Smith, Parkersburr 5e;Jllor, is wearing

a black and white herrlqbone suit In a mWtary
style. A black turtle neck shell completes the suit.
The accessories consist of black alliptor square
heeled shoes and bag, and white kid leather gloves.
Linda Shurman, Huntington freshman, models
taupe suede · .A-line suit with striped sDk scarf of
taupe and gold Her acce8f0ries are a ma1cbing hat
and suede purse irlmmed 1¥, black leather with black
and taupe round heeled leather shoes.
Glen plaid suits, rlen sportscoats with -contrasting
vest and slacks, windowpane .plaid or herrlqbone
sportscoats or suits are a favorite for the game In
menswear. Double or slnrle breasted blazers and
dark suits a~ also appropriate.
.Mike Wllliams, Huntlnrton Junior, Is wearing a
three-buttoned natural shoulder rust sportscoat with
rlen plaid slacks of rust, brown and whiskey, a yellow herrlqbone oxford shirt, and a poka dotted-tie
of ,brown with rust dots. His shoes are tasseled loafers.
In case of cold weather men usually should have
a long or three-quartered coat suitable for the game ·
~ the dance.
Women usually w~ar a fur trimmed coat or a
dressy coat and sometimes a bright, smartly made
dress co-ordinate coat to the game. For their wrap.
at the dance they wear anything f~m a dressy coat
to a short fur jacket or velvet jacket.
Jenny Bowman, Parkersbmc sophomore, Is tak~g alon, a beige and &TIIY windowpane coat trimmed In beaver fur with a low belted waistline for the

rame.

Sue Herndon, Gauley Bridle senior, ~lee¥ a '
black velvet coat with three-quarter lea,tb sleeves
for the dance.
Bob Astorg, Vienna senior, is wearlq a doublebreasted cashmere .camel coat to tbe dance.
At the dance a variety of mod wear as well u
buic cocktail wear will be seen since this is the ,-ear
of the drastic chance - the minldnss. Dl'eSlell should
be street length or mlnl, the evenlq ,owns are not
suitable for the homecominc pme.
Mary Jane Moritis, Barbounville sophomore, bu
chosen to go mod In her ,rey metallic thread woven
blouson dress with a bow at the waist and plea~
· skirt. Her accessories ~ t of the CUD metal heels
accented by a Iarre buckle and white rloves.
Susan Acres, Huntlnrton Junior, choae a basic
black crepe dress with a black chiffon ovenldrt and
silver
accessories.
I
The dressier look for men Includes aolld and
c~-striped ,d ark suits. Olive and navy are rood
colors.
Jim Maccallum, Madison &0pbomore, ,models an
olive, whiskey and brown rlen p~d sportscoat With
olive slacks and bass moccasins. He Is wearlq a
olive club tie and white oxford shirt.
· Harry Hornish, Parkenburr senior, has choaen a
olive pin stripped suit, a powder blue oxford shirt, a
,old club tie with oliv,e ftrures, and wfnr tip shoes.
I
Change Is the big word In fashion for the Homecomlq Uds year but It Is stUl l_m portant not to be
overdresaed.

I

PHOTOS BY
Doug Dill
and
Mike Meador

I

•

FOR mE GAME the trend is toward a sport outfit. From left are Jeannie Smith, Mike Williams
and Linda Shurman.
DRESSY DRESS for the women and a navy blue suit for men are
sufficient wear for tonight's concert. From left are Bill lones, Lynn
Preece and Kit Shires.

IN CASE OF cold weather men
· usually should have a long or
three-quartered coat suitable
for the game and dance. Women
usually wear a fur trimmed coat
or a dressy coat. From left are
Bob Astorg, Sue Herndon and
Jenny Bowman.

J.i'ASWONS FOR the dance could
follow these lines. From left
are Harry Hornish, Susan Acres,
Jim MacCallum and Mary lane
Moritis.
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Ecumenical Confere,nce set
Nov. 10-12 at CClrrap Caesar
By VICKI' ALLEN
Staff Reporter
The Vietnam war, discrimination and poverty are some of
the topics to be discussed at the
statewide Ecumenical Conference
Nov. ._1, 0-12 at Camp Caesar at
Cowen.
A university Christian movement, the conference's ,t heme ·is
directed
"Toward
Dissolving
Apathy" in issues pertaining to
tile Appalachian area.
Gerhard Elston, director of
international affairs in the National Council of Churches, will
direct the discussion of war in

Housing fee
payment plan
before board

PANSY WELLMAN

'Pansy' _
n of,-,forg~tten; ,
in building changeover
By SALLY LINEBERGER
Staff Reporter
"I love those kids and would do anything for -them." These
/ were the words of Pansy Wellman, custodian of the old music
building. She has been working in the building for 10 years and
loved it.
Things have changed. All "those kids" have moved to the
Academic Center into the new music facilities. Pansy has not.
The students want her back. According <to Mary Fike Lusk,
Nitro junior. "She was always there at six in the morning and
any time you wanted her, she'd be there, rain or shine. She'd have
a smile and a kind word for everyone." Other students commented
on her dependability and helpfulness.
At times, boys would help when she was especially busy or
just came in for a visit. She's asked quite a few of them "how
things are" in the new place, checking on her "kids" from time
to time.
\
Some of the probable reasons for her remaining in the old
building were given. Pansy knows 1 this building better than anyone and has her own sy~tem of cleaning it. Also, being placed in
the Academic Center may be too much additional work.
She received an award in 1960 for the cleanest and best kept
building on campus. The award has not been given since this date.
Many students feel a petition should be drawn to transfer her
to the Academic Center. Whether or not they do this, the overall
feeling is, "We want Pansy back with us."

European trip set
by alumni group
The Matshall University A:l~
umni Association will sponsor a
European . -tour for students,
alumni and friends May 26-June
16, 1968, according to Harry M.
Sands, director of development
and alumni affairs.
The tour will include visits to
London, Paris, Copenhagen, Berlin, Lucerne, Rome and Madrid,
and the cost per person from
New _Jork City is $790, Mr.
Sands said. A $100 deposit by
April 15 is required .to 'h old reservations.
According to Mr. :Sands, reservations are made ' in advance,
meals are' arranged, tours are
set up in each city and tr'ansportation is provided from city to
city. "You'll be traveling with
someone you have something in
common with," he said.

Action to have all Marshall
dormitory and residence house
fees paid by April 1st is pending
a decision -by the West Virginia
Board of Education.
Olen E. Jones, dean of student affairs, explained that many
upperclassmen waited until July
1, the deadline, to decide to live
off campus. Between May and
July many incoming freshmen
and transfer students were told
no rooms were available. Actually, after July 1, inany rooms
were vacant.
Dean Jones stated, "This policy
enables the administration to
g i Ve an accurate, up-to-date
record to incoming- students on ·
available hom:ing." Other advantages mentioned were the necessary ability to meet the bonds on
the residence and the prevention
of losing prospective students.
The dean felt that April was
a justifiable date for both students and the administration.
The only possible disadvantage
would be the necessity of the up- ,
perclassmen to arrive at an earlier decision. At this time no
other changes in the fees . are
foreseen.
PHILOSOPHY CONFERENCE
Students, faculty members and
other interested persons are inv-ited to attend the fhll conference of the West Virginia Philosophical Society at Davis and
Elkins College Nov. 3-4. The program begins at 2 p.m. Friday
and ends at noon Saturday. Dr.
Howard A. Slaatte, chairman of
' the Philosophy Department, is
president of the society.

, _ _ _ _1111111!1_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
..........
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AFTER THE GAM£ OR TH£ DANCE

MONTY'S
PIZZA
EAT IN THE RELAXED ATMOSPHERE OF OUR
DINING ROOMS, AT BOTH 6th AVE. AND
BEVERLY HILLS LOCATIONS.

FREE DELIVERY

/

THE STORE FOR COLLEGE . MEN
It sure pays to shop COLLINS & CHILDERS
at 421 9th .Street. Visit our College Shop

Tradition-Aire . Suits - Natural shoulders.
Coat, Vest and Pants for only
'

Sport coats from only

55.0P
'

25.0.0

Monogramed sweaters, sp~cia'I

12.00

(including monogram)
Haggar ,Slacks-Snug Duds from

7 .00 ·

We carry one of the largest selections
in Huntington.

Van Heusen Dress :and sport shirts. Most
everything in Button down collars.

• • •

HAVE YOUR VICTORY PARTY AT

\

Vietnam. Mr. Elston has been to
Christian p~pective to the indiVietnam and will attempt to . vidual topic groups, giving biblifocus the concept of war in Vietcal insight.
nam within a Christian frameRecreation will be directed by
work, according to conference
Bob Fakkema, regional director
spokesmen.
of Christian Education in ColumJim Davidson, dean at Conbia, S. C.
cord College, will speak and preAll faculty members and stusent resource data to the group , dents wi$hing to attend this condiscussing University Reform.
vention must pay $10. A regiIn the area of poverty in Apstrati9n fee .of $2 is payable by
palachia, Gibbs Kinderman, diNov~ 5, at the Campus Christrector of Raleigh County Comian Center. Rides will be availmunity Action, will be in charge.
able from' the center.
This group will deal wi,th the
LEGISLA'tURE 'AWAKE'
lower economic status in · this
"We are glad to note that the
area as a facet of the Office . of
Et:onomic Opportunity.
legislature r._iha.s become alive to
Stoney Cook, director of
the needs of our state educational
Southern Christian Leadership
institution," ,reported tlhe May,
189.8, _Partl,lenon.
Conference, will work-- with a
group in the area of racial disROOM .AND BOARD $2.30
crimination.
The Fort, an early Marshall
The conference will be opened
Friday by keynote speaker Meldormitory, charged $1.80 a week
vin Henderson, dean of faculty
for board and 50 cents a week for
at Crozer Seminary, Chester,
a furnished room with fuel, light,
Pa. In his address, Mr. Henderand towels, according to the
son will .attempt to introduce a
1898 Parthenon.

Come in and look around, You . wi'U be glad
you did.
The favorite shop for the · college· ma,n.

COL.LINS & CHILDERS
421 9th St~

Phone 529-7711
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South Hall
fire routs
occupants
By DENNY BUMBICBOUSER
Staff Reporter

A Huntington Fire Department official said Wednesday
that "from all indications" a
trash fire which forced the evacuation of South Hall about midnight Tuesday was "deliberately
set."
Deputy Fire Chief R. W.
Bloss said it could have been a
''Halloween prank."

By ANN JOHNSTON
Society Editor
(Editor's Note: All news for Roaming The Green must be turned
into the society editor or The Parthenon office by 11 a.m. Wednesdays.)

'

The Student Homecoming Dance ✓ will be tomorrow, 8 ·p.m. to
midnight, at the Field House with the Dynamics providing the music.
All ·h omecoming dances will be held tomorrow night from 8 p.m.
to midnight.
The Kappa Alpha Order homecoming dance will be at the Glenbr~er Club.
Lambda Chi Alpha's homecoming dance will be at Riverside
with the Magnificent Seven.
Sigma Phi Epsilon celebrated its Founders' Day Wednesday. Sig
Ep's homecoming dance will be at the Hotel Frederick with the
Fifth Row. The Sig Ep homecoming football game will be Wednesday, featuring the crowning of a queen and her court. Bob Lench,
national \staff representative of Sigma Phi Epsilon, has been visiting
the chapter this week.
Spring Valley Country Club will be the location of Alpha Sigma
Phi's homecoming dance.
Zeta Beta Tau's homecoming dance will be at the Police Farm.
Brent Bloom and the Fabulous Good Times will provide music
for Pi Kappa Alpha's homecoming dance at Moonlite Gardens. ,
The Uptowner Inn will be the location of the. homecoming dance
of Tau Kappa Epsilon with music by the Collegiates.
Phi Mu will have an open house ,t omorrow following the Homecoming game. Recently elected pledge class officers include Jane
Landers, president; Jocelynne McCall, vice president; Debbie Taylor, recording secr~tary; Kathi Hall, ' corresponding secretary, and
Marta Jo Maynard, treasurer.
Alpha Chi Omega will have an open house following tomorrow's
game.
A open house for members, faculty and' alumni will be given
by Alpha Xi Delta following the football game tomorrow.

Sisters of Alpha Sigma Alpha will have an open house ,i mmediately following the game tomorrow· for all members, faculty, alumni
and friends.
PARTHENON IS TOPS
The 1924-25 Parthenon was the
unanftnous choice for the best
college publication in the state
by the West Virginia Intercollegiate Press Association.

TO ATTEND FORUM
Marshall's Panhellenic Council is sending two delegates to
the Mid-American Greek Forum
at Miami University on November 17-19. Linda Clay, Huntington junior and vice-president of
Panhellenic, and Joy Cloer,
Welch junior, were elected to
attend. The ,t heme of the forum
is "The Odyssey - Journey of a
Modern Greek."

TOWNCIUEK USED
. Friday, Feb. 14, 1941, the Partthenon did not appear . but the
news was read by a "towncrier''
in the Student Union. The printers had gone on strike.

The 212 occupants of the men's
dormitory •r urned out of ithe
SOUTH HALL RESIDENTS en- , nine-story brick building, some
in bathrobes and one wrapped
gage in conversation concerning
in a towel, w~n the alarm
their evacuation Tuesday night
sounded
a few minutes before
due to a fire on the dormitory
midnight.
roof. From left, Fel~ Maiamo,
Camaroons W~t Africa, senior;
Chief Bloss said only minor
Robert Delancey, Charleston so•
damage resulted from the blaze
phomore; Charlie Joyner, Balon the roof which was exting•
boa, Canal Zone, Panama, Jun•
uished quickly by firemen. Eleior; Frank Joyner, Balboa, Canal
vators were not working a n d
Zone, Panama, freshman.
firemen had .to carry buckets of
water to put out the fire. 1
(Bupco Photo by Lee Bernard)

, lflUGIIS?

Debaters due
at tournament
Marshall University's debaters
will compete in their first tournament of the season this weekend at the Appalachian State
University Debate Tournament, .
Boone, N. C., today and tomorrow.
Harry Quigley, Elkview junior,
and Richard Nida, West Hamlin
senior, will represent Marshall on
the affirmative, while H a r o 1 d
Bailes, Clay senior, and Ed Gartin, Logan senior, r,ill be the
negative team. ·The debates will
be on the national intercollegiate debate proposition: Resolved,
that the fed er a 1 government
should guarantee a minimum annual cash income to all citizens.
MATH CLUB MEETS
The Math Club will meet
Thursday at 4 p.m. in the Academic Center, room 526. Robert
P. Alexander, director of placement, will speak on the subject
of "Careers in Mathematics."

GRADE

2.8
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NOW . . . your college emblem

u

on your personalized checkb_
oak cover
u

As you begin your school year. iou'11 find your own
••••
-

personal checking account helps make money management easier. When you open your college account, you
will receive fif~y free Personalized Checks and a custom
college emblem cover. Stop in soon - we're anxious to
serve you in every way possible.

All Womm."1

All Men's

11.t

8DDBl'D 1'•5'1

8-sl

t'-51

S-119

1!'-St

Who's smartest 1

S-M

F-4t

8-41

l!'-41

8-U

t'-tt

8-61

l!'-43

8-M

F-44

8-45

P-415

S-66

F-6& '

8-4'1

ACADEMIC AVERAGES , for the past 10 years for sororities, fraternities, all men and all women are shown on the graph. Each
semester Is designated by (F) fall and (S) spring and the year.
Averages for the all men's division were not avail,able for spring
1965, the same semester the fraternity aveti1ge dropped to an all
time low of 1.85. The record high for all divisions was a !.'786 in
the spring of 1~6. ( Graph by Claude Doak)

T~ TWENTIETH STREET BANK
I

"Your Bank Fot Today

fl Tomorrow"

MEMIER F~DERAL DEPOSIT INSURANCE CORPORATlON
I

1

